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Despite student protest

Course drop date.changed

"" MUB this
HOT TYPE - Katherine Sullivan works outside the
week in the Spring-like sun. Cooler days are expected for the
weekend. (Carolyn Blackmar photo)

By John Gold
The Academic Senate voted
Monday afternoon to change
the mid-semester drop date to
the third Friday of each
semester.
The new rule takes effect the
year after next.
The change is (k:~igntll w
reduce the waste of resources,
teaching time, and students'
time, said Paul Goodwin, a
member of the Academic
Standards committee and
sponsor of the bill that makes
the change.
But several members of the
Student Senate opposed the
change, saying it was unfair to
students.
"You are giving a student
two weeks to make a decision
on a class," said Karen
Johnson, Student Body
President. "This is not enough
time to make a correct
decision."
"How much more strain can
we add to scheduling,"
Johnson said.
But Goodwin said students
take five courses and then drop
the one they are doing the worst

New SBP, SBVP

Rock, Lenardson to lead students
By Greg Flemming
The House of Representatives
Jamie Rock and Roy
this
week approved a budget
Lenardson were elected the
next Student Body President that gives the University
and Vice President this week, System $4.5 million more in
State funds - page 3.
getting more than 75 percent of
votes cast.
result of many people thinking
Rock and Lenardson he and Rock were the only
received I, 110 votes in the
elections Tuesday and
Wednesday, according to the
Student Senate's election
coordinator, Maureen Sudbay.
Some 1,445 students voted,
according to the Senate's
count.
By John Ouellette
Ned Livingston and Dave.
A Cumberland Farms
Donahue, who staged a grass- convenience store is being
roots campaign and asked constructed on Route I 08 in
students to write their names in Durham, to replace the Gulf
on ballots, received 214 votes, gasoline station there.
or 15 percent.
A spokesperson from
One hundred and twenty one Cumberland Farms was not
votes were also cast for a available for comment.
number of people, including
Harold Smith, former owner
Jim Carroll with a variety of
running mates. Carroll was not
a candidate for the office.
Lenardson said yesterday he
and Rock plan to begin their
work right away, though they
don't take office until May I.
He said he was glad
Livingston ran against them,
but said "I'm not · sure I By Julie Hasquet
understand the motive."
At the annual Durham Town
Livingston told people he Meeting, in March, a zoning
would discontinue the Student amendment allowing sit-down
Senate if he was elected.
restaurants on Route · 108 did
Lenardson said he and Rock not receive the two-thirds
had made their point for the majority vote needed for
Senate on a WUN H radio talk passage.
show Sunday. "The Senate
Ro1;1te l08, a_lso kn~wn as
does do something," Lenard- , Gasolme ~lley, 1s a Busmess B
son said.
zone. Dnve-thro1;1gh restauLenardson said the low rants are allowed m a B zone,
turnout for elections was a but not restaurants where

candidates.
•• A lot of people just see one
name on the ballot and they
just don't bother to vote,"
Lenardson said. "And I can't
say I blame them."
Rock was unavailable for
comment yesterday.

in at mid semester.
This encourages them to
divide their time five ways
instead of four, Goodwin said.
Academic Senator John Voll
also supported the change.
"I look out at students with
five courses and I have to tell a
student with only two courses
they can't get in, and I discover
at midterm I could have let him
in," Voll said.
Student Senator Kim
Blewett said professors should
check schedules of students
who want to add courses to
make sure they need the course.
She called Voll's argument
"their weakest reason for the
bill."
Professor Bernard Gordon
supported the bill, calling it "a

DROP DATE, page 24

Religious group
claims it's not a cult
By Greg Flemming
The Way, a religious
organization which has been
called a cult, is a recognized
student organization at UN H.
University officials said
yesterday The Way was
granted student organization
status here because they have
caused no problems in the past.
And the president of The
Way of UNH, Bill Zeman, said
his group is only a cult in the
true sense of the word - that it
is a religious following.
In an article called
"Campuses trying to control
religious cults," the Chronicle

Cumberland Fanns is planned
run two gas stations and put the
property on the market a year
and one-half ago. Cumberland
Farms bought it last month, he
said.
Construction started last
week and will be completed in
two or three months, according
to a builder who asked not to be
named.
Rudy Kaplan, manager of
University Exxon, in Durham,
said Cumberland Farms gas
sales will not affect them
significantly because the
Exxon station is "not primarily
oriented to gas sales."
"Cumberland Farms will sell
gasoline as a loss leader,"customers can sit down and eat K a plan said, meaning
food on the premises.
they will sell gasohne tor little
According to Planning or no profit to draw people into
Board chairman Patricia the store. "It will affect Old
Samuels, the issue was voted Colony more than it will us."
down at the annual town
"Don't worry about it, we'll
meeting last year. But the beat them easily," said Jayne
majority of the Planning Board Pelley, manager of the Old
were in favor of having sit- ~olony in Durham, of -the
down restaurants in the zone, comments.
so it was put on the ballot again
"You will see much more
GAS ALLEY, page 21
FARMS, page 15

of the property and 9wner of a
Sunoco station across the street
on Durham's "gasoline alley,"
said Cumberland Farms
intends to use the property for
food and self-service gasoline
sales.
Smith said he bought the
Gulf station seven years ago
but found it too expensive to

sensible approach ... the lengthy
period was not ideal."In order to drop a course
after the final drop date
without academic liability, a
student must file an appeal with
Dean of Student Affairs Gregg
Sanborn's office.
Sanborn said he was
concerned with "an undue
burden upon the dean's office
in processing academic liability
appeals."
Blewett agreed that the
proposal could cause a lot of
chaos. "Now," she said, "they
are going to have to take more
into consideration with their
standards."
Student Body President-

of Higher Education listed The
Way International with two
other knQw11 cults, Rev. Sun
Myung Moon's Unification
Church and the Hare Krishnas.
"I read the newspaper and
I'm aware of the fact that in
some places The Way is looked
at in this way," said Jeff Onore,
director of Student Activities.
But both Onore and Rene
Romano, assistant director of
Student Activities said The
Way hasn't caused any trouble
at UNH.
"We haven't gotten any
information about the group
that would lead us to believe
there's any problem," Romano
said.
Romano called the March 17
Student organization Committee's approval of The Way as a
student organization "pretty
routine."
WAY, page 27
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Restaurants banned
on Gasoline Alley

UN H Women 1' Lax team
beat Vermont. See story,
page 32.
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'.D avid another student but ...
UNH gets Sea Grant
A grant totalling $1.35 million has been a warded to UN H
and the University of Maine for 1983 Sea Grant research,
education, and marine advisory activities.
The money will be used to fund a variety of programs,
several of which are designed to measure the impact of toxins
and pollutants on marine environments such as the Great Bay
Estuarine System.
Funding for the grant comes from the National Oceanic .
and Atmospheric Administration of the Department of
Commerce.

Whiffle-ball marathon
Sawyer Hall will hold its fifth annual whiffle-ball marathon
from noon Thursday, April 14 to 3 p.m. Sunday, April 17.
The marathon, which is to raise money through pledges for
the Ronald McDonald llou:sc uf 81 uokline , Mass., wilJ last

75 hours.
For more information, call Bob Connelly or Steve Gilchrist
at 868-9771 or David Castrucci at 868-9854.

Environmentalist's speech ,

..

LEE - Environmentalist David R. Brewer will speak at
the Granite State Room in the MUB at 8 p.m. on April 14.
Bower is founder and Chairman of the Board of Friends of
the Earth , an international conservation organization that
supports the protection of natural resources.
.
.
Brewer, a two-time nominee for the Nobel Peace Pnze, 1s
an internationally recognized spokesman for environmental
quality.
Brower's lecture, "'Conservatism and Security in a
Sustainable Society," is free and open to t~e public.

Sununu against amendment
CONCORD - Governor John Sununu said Wednesday
he opposes a proposed compromise amemdment of the bottle
bill because it does not meet all of his standards.
The amendment, by Senator William Bartlett of Kingston,
would require bottle manufacturers to pay the State a nickel
deposit within ten days for each container they sell. Empty
containers would be taken to privately funded redemption
centers to have their deposits returned.
Sununu supports a three cent deposit and state funded
redemption center~.

'Holy Land' talk
Emmanuel Reimer, of Eliot, Me., will speak on '"The Holy
Land: Home of Four Religions" on Monday, April 11 at 8
p.m. in the Hillsborough-Sullivan Room in the Ml!~.·
Reimer will give a slide presentation on the four rehg10ns m
the Holy Land based on his own travels to Israel.
·
The talk, which is free and open to the public, is sponsored
by the Baha'i Club.

Players in Portsmouth
PORTSMOUTH - The Portsmouth Chamber Players,
composed of 16 area string players, wil perform th~ir first
concert on Sunday, April IO at 3 p.m. at the Young Fme Arts
Gallery, 56 Market Street, Port~mouth.
.
.
John Wickes, professor of music at UNH will be featured as
guest harpsichordist in Concerto Grosso No. 5 by Handel.
Stephen Kecskemethy is the woup's conductor. The
concert is free and open to the pubhc.

Corrections
Readers noting errors in The New Hampshire can report . ,
them by calling News Editors Maggie McKowen or Barbara
Norris or Editor Greg Flemming· at 862-1490.

Weather
Today will be cloudy with a good chance of rain according
to the National Weather Service in Concord.
Tonight will be cloudy with a low of 40 and a chance of rain
again. Saturday will be partly sunny with highs of 50.

By Douglas Morton
while I was at prep school. We
At first he · was afraid his
He's a biology major. He were kept too busy with folks blamed it on themselves,
plans on going to med school.
homework," said David. that it was their fault. They
He runs. He gets upset when "Curfews were strict and the thought they had done
the Kari-Van is late, frequents
priests were always watching something wrong.
the MU B PUB cafeteria for you."
"But nobody's at fault, it just
lunch and procrastinates
The coming out process was happened," he said.
studying like some other UNH
never a big step for David. He
He decided to delay going to
students.
said some guys practically gave college. He wasn't happy,
But he's gay.
formal announcements, but his wasn't looking forward to
What's more significant the was more subtle.
UNH. So, he went to Paris to
word "gay" or the word "but''?
"I knew I was gay when I was visit his sister.
According to David, it's the
13. It was always in the back of
Before he left for Europe, he
my mind," he said. "It just and his Dad had a "father and
word "but".
David is homosexual. He has didn't make sense to me back son talk," said David. "He told
me to go and have fun, and not
sexual-relations with men, but then."
(there's that word again) he's
David's first sexual to worry because nothing I do
happy, comfortable and at ease experience happened in the will come back to the states.
now. It hasn't always been easy athletic supply shed on the My Dad's OK."
footbalJ field. I-lo and a boy
Although he stayed with his
thoua:h.
Wearing an oxford shirt, a from his high school were both sister, he spent his davs in
pair of straight leg Levi's and
16 and scared .
Europe alone. This gave him
new Balance sneakers, he freely
"There was a rumor going time to play tourist, tourist of
discusses his life as a around school that if you took the gay world.
homosexual.
a date in 'the shed,' the next day
He met a man from a
"It's no heavy subject with . you'd have a rash all over your museum, "who wined and
me, nothing serious . .. you
body because of some dined me in an exquisite
know .. .l kind of joke about it fiberglass shavings on the floor. French cafe. Then we went to
now and then," he said.
I thought for sure that the next his apartment where he had
David's mannerisms are not day we'd both be scratching all paintings on the wall, originals
over. Thank God it was just a signed by Picasso."
effeminant. His wrist isn't limp.
He doesn't wear an earring or rumor," he said with a chuckle.
This is not to say"his weeks in
talk with a lisp. His brown hair
His New England upper- Europe were like a vacation at
is short and neat, like his build.
middle class parents are Disney's new EPCOT Center.
There have been rough
Catholic, he says. "strict There were frightening times.
times.
Catholic." They're the kind of
"I met this leather guy in a
"Every now and then, I used
Catholics who sent their kids to park, and when we got to his
to get a death threat on my private Catholic prep schools. apartment he decided to play
memo board at the dorm from
David's parents know. It's rough. I was scared and left in a
some guys down the hall; it was
never discussed, but he knows hurry,' said David.
a disaster," said David, sitting they know.
He left Paris and scouted the
in his living room next to a
His mother found some rest of Europe on his own. He
four-foot pile of the New York
harsh gay pornographic ventured to England, Belgium,
Times and GQ magazine.
magazines under his bed when Spain and Amsterdam.
He left high school after his he was 17.
•• Amsterdam has got to be
junior year because he thought
"And she ... really didn't like the gay capital of the world.
everyone knew. he was gay. He that too much," he said. "My Everything is accepted there:
finished his last year at a
mom lays heavy hints on me prostitution, drugs, and gays,"
Catholic prep school.
like 'Gays should be celibate,' GA y
23
"Nothing ever happened
but ltry not to let it }:>ot~er me." _ . __ ~ -p~g~
. _____.. _

Mini-dorms house creativeness
By Beth Germano
There's a small community
on campus almost hidden in the
pine trees behind Williamson
Hall. It is accessible to the main
campus by a dimly lit, narrow
path which passes Philbrook
dining Hall and extends to
McDaniel Drive.
Some say weirdos live in that
neighborhood, arty farties,
earthy crusties, and some even
say gay students live there.
But despite the labels.
despite the stigma attached,
there are 300 students on
campus who believe this community is full of normal
students who are just plain
individualists. They are
residents of UNH's Special
Interest Housing, the mini
dorms.
The mini dorm community is
comprised of six houses:
Richardson House, political
awareness; Sackett House,
physical awareness; Woodruff
House, e·nvironmental; Eaton
House, creative arts; Marston
House, foreign language; and
Hall House, outdoor experiential. Within the community is
an artist-in-residence and two
foreign language (advisers).
Each dorm has it's own
interest and theme, it's own
house council, it's own
activities, and its own set of
interested students. And
though each house
may
•look
- - . r~ t

• - - ,,

_,

alike, each one has a unique
studio complete with easels, a
interior design.
potter's wheel and clay. A
A kayak and a canoe line the
bioshelter and mini greenwalls of the lounge in Hall
houses are recognizable from
House. The German wing of the exterior of Woodruff
Marston House has been
House.
converted into a German
The mini dorms have a
village with painted stone walls
magical aura, according to Ann
and Swiss style doorways.
Driscoll, special Interest
Throughout the walls are
Housing Coordinator, and are
mo·v ie posters written in
full of "real special people."
foreign languages and portraits
Students experience a living
of European painters.
situation different from most
There are mirrors in Eaton
other dorms, she said.
House lounge for dance
"They've lived in a
practice, and track lighting in community and they know
the ceiling of the small art - - what it's like. If they don't pull
their share of the load it .
shows," said Driscoll. "They
learn · to be leaders, make
decisions, and take charge of
their own lives." Community
is the key to the mini dorm
purpose. Because each house is
smaller than a dormitory,
containing only 50 students,
there's a closeness among
residents and a tendency to
know almost everyone in the
house.
••1t's like a big family," said
Ann Webber, president of Hall
House. "Everyone respects
everyone else. There aren't any
cliques, everyone ~nows
eveyone's problems. Where else
can you go to dinner in groups
of twenty?"
·
Most of the ronm_! a~~ si!}gles

ANNE DRISCOLL

MINI DORMS, page 30
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Bickering continues
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House increases ·funds to USNH -·
By Andrea Parker

Mark McCaddin, manager of Bayside Distributors in Durham.
The New Hampshire State legislature is now considering a bottle
bill for the State. (Carolyn Blackmar photo)

Bottle hill proposal
for NH explained
Both Rep. Patti Blanchette
By Lisa Prevost
This could be the year New D-Newmarket, and Governor
Hampshire leaves Rhode Sununu have bottle bill
Island the only remaining New proposals, although Sununu's
England state without a bottle is still in outline form.
The main question is
bill.
New Hampshire's lawmakers whether any bottle bill could
environmentalists, grocers, · effectively remove containers
and beverage distributors ·are from New Hampshire
debating the efficiency of highways without exorbitant
mandatory deposits for cost to the consumer.
Blanchette 's "traditional"
collecting the state's 600
million yearly produced
BOTTLE BILL, page 26
beverage containers.

On the issue of faculty and
The State House of staff pay raises, Lessard said a
Representatives approved a supplemental, budget may be.
budget Tuesday that might worked out later in the session.
spare UNH students a
University System Chancelsignificant tuition increase next lor Kasper Marking said he saw
year.
no reason to be pessimistic
The budget, which must now about the chances of the revised
go to the State Senate and then budget passing in the Senate;
the governor . for approval, he noted, however the need for
included $4.5 million more in Sununu's support.
State appropriations for the
Marking also said he was
University System than concerned money was "not
originally proposed by earmarked for salaries."
Governor John Sununu.
UN H President Evelyn
The additional $4.5 million Handler declined comment on
will not eliminate the need for a the revised budget.
tuition hike, according to
Sununu wants to finish the
University System · Vice- budget process as soon as
Chancellor Gene Sava2e.
possible.
But, that tuition increase
At a Board of Trustees
won't have to be as large as meeting at UNH yesterday,
previously thought, he said.
Sununu asked University
Meanwhile, accusations System officials to cooperate
continued at a meeting with him in working out a
yesterday between Sununu and
University System officials,
even though that meeting was
supposed to solve problems
between the two.
According to Arthur Grant,
special assistant to the
University System Board of
Trustees, the $4.5 million is
about 60 percent of the By Eileen McCaffery
additional funding needed for
Ex-Chancellor of West
the coming year in order to Germany Helmut Schmidt will
maintain programs as they are. speak at UNH April 13, at 8:00
But the increase does not · p.m. in the Granite State Room
provide funding for improve- of the MU 8.
ments or expansion of
Schmidt'stalk,sponsoredby
programs, Grant said, nor does the Saul 0. Sidore Memorial
it "address the problem of Lecture Series, is free and open
faculty salary increases."
to approximately 800 people.
G rant said Trustees'
Funding for the lecture is from
r~actions were "very positive" both the University of New
and "hopeful the Senate will Hampshire and the Saul 0.
pass it and send it to the Sidore Memorial Foundation.
governor for his action."
The Sidore Foundation,
State Sena tor Leo Lessard begun in 1965 by the Sid ore
(D-Dover) said he expects the family of Manchester, is a
budget to pass in the Senate in · memorial fund set up in honor
two or three weeks and be · of a N e w H a m p sh ire
ready for the governor at the businessman, Saul 0. Sidore
beginning of May.
who sought to encourage
"I am going to support the lecturers "raising critical
$4.5 million," that was added in issues" to visit campus, said
the House, said Lessard.
Cathy Woolf of the UNH News
Bureau.
The Foundation offers
money to be matched by UNH
to attract lecturers of regional,
national and now international
acclaim.
Schmidt, recently defeated·
handling these bomb threats
by Helmut Kohl in the West
according to a standard plan,
said Captain Roger W. German elections, is on a
Beaudoin of the UNH Public lecture circuit throughout the
Safety Division. An investiga- U.S.
Since the election defeat,
tion is in progress, but
Beaudoin declined to comment
further because of the
seriousness of the threats.
·
According to Roberts, "the
bomb threats are not particular
at Hunter Hall."
On March 17 there was a
scare at Philbrook dining hall
and on the 18th a call was made By Consuelo Congreve
to Channel 11 threatening
Eileen Stevens told students
bombs in both buildings, said
last week that she was opposed
Roberts.
to mental and physical hazing.
Security guards have been
· She spoke in the Memorial
placed in Hunter _Hall and the
Union Building (MU 8) on
main entrance is the only door
March 30, and said "it is my
open at night. All residents and
to inform the
responsibility"
visitors are· required to sign in
public on this issue.
and out, and show identificaStevens is the founder of the
tion to the guards.
Committee
to Halt Useless
· "You almost feel like you 're
(CHUCK),
College
Killings
in prison," said Jack Hayes, a
which she formed after her 20
third year resident of Hunter.
year old son Chuck died in
Most Hunter residents feel
f:ebruary 1978 as a result of a
the threats are a "practical
fraternity
hazing incident at his
joke," Hayes said, but "I don't
think they would think it was campus at Alfred University.
Stevens' visit to UNH was
funny if they lived here.
sponsored by Lambda Chi
BOMBS, page 5
Alpha fraternity.

Bomb scares called to Hunter
By Patty Adams
Hunter Hall in the lower
quad has received five bomb
threats over the phone in the
past week.
The bomb threats began
Thursday March 31, with calls
at 10:00 p.m. and 12:30 p.m.
and again Sunday night,

Tuesday night and Wednesday
at 6:00 p.m., according to Doug
Roberts of the Campus News
Bureau.
"The setting was kind of like
an April Fool's joke. :Now it's
overdone," said Hunter
resident Mark Ouellette.
University Police are

.NOTICE
THIS

BUILDW1 79-suBJECT

5 ' .

To A

BOMB .

THREAT ON
A SEARCH OF
THE BUILDING WAS MADE.
ALL FACULTY, STAFF AND STU DENTS
SHOULD SEARCH THEIR OWN AREAS, AT
THEIR

OWN . RISK, ..

ANY UNUSUAL OBJECTS SHOULD NOT BE
HANDLED. REPORT SUCH OBJECT TO
THE UNIVERSITY POLICE

budget ·policy between his
office and the University
System
But the bickering that has
existed between Sununu and
University System officfals
continued at the meeting.
Sununu has complained
about the lack of cooperation
he received from USNH in
terms of specific data
concerning the budget.
Sununu said yesterday that
passage of the House's budget
set a "framework of some
sense," but said that some
supporters of the University
System still think the
additional $4.5 million is not
enough.
However, he told the Hoard
what he wanted to talk about
yesterday were figures that
BUDGET, page 14

Schmidt to talk at
UNH on Wednesday
Schmidt .. has expressed an
interest in writing and talking
to college students," said
Phyllis Bennett, member of the
committee sponsoring
Schmidt.
According to sources at the
News Bureau, plans to invite
Schmidt to UNH began early
last semester.
The UNH sponsored
Committee of the Sidore
Memorial Lecture Series,
chaired by WSBE professor
Manley Irwin and coordinated
by Vice-President of Academic
Affairs Gordon Haaland, has
sponsored a variety of speakers
in past years, including John
Mondale and Frances
Fitzgerald. Schmidt will be the
sole speaker sponsored by the
Sidore Series this year.
"W,e've been meeting
frequently, about every two
weeks this semester, to
organize Schmidt's visit to
UNH," said UNH senior and
committee member Leslie
Hiscoe.
Hiscoe said the Committee
has a responsibility to check
with the Sidore family to
discuss certain details and
guidelines of each of the
speakers invited to campus.

Speaker attacks
fraternity -h azing
Her son died of "acute
alcohol exposure" after being
told to climb into the trunk of a
car with two other boys and to
drink an "incredible mixture"
of alcohol, including a pint of
Jack Daniels whisky and a sixpack of beer each.
Two other brothers were
hospitalized as a result of the
hazing. One went into cardiac
arrest,. the other into alcoholic
comma.
Stevens has lobbied
extensively in her native state
of New York for passage of
state-wide anti-hazing laws.
She has appeared on the
HAZING, page 14 ·
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Oil spills

intOLCrillege Brook

By John Gold
About 50 gallons of diesel
fuel leaked into the College
Brook either late Monday
night or early Tu·e sday
morning. according to John
Sanders, assistant director of
Plant Maintainence and
Engineering.
The fuel came from a Great
Bay Disposal garbage truck
tank which sprung a leak while
being weighed at the Lamprey
Regional Solid Waste

control was hired to pick up the
Cooperative.
..The scales have a drain hay and dispose of it.
David Gervais of Jet Line
which leads to the brook.••
Sanders said. '"Normally no oil called the spill "very minor,"
goes in there, but this time it and said the hay should take
care of it.
did."
'"The hay will soak up the oil
Plant maintainence was
alerted to the slick around 7 somewhat," he said.
The hay was incinerated at
a.m. Tuesday, Sanders . said.
12 to 15 bales of hay were put in the Lamprey Regional
four to five different locations Cooperative. Great Bay will be
on the brook to stop the oil paying for the cost of the clean
up, which is about $680,
flow.
Jet Line Services pollution according to Jet Line.

David Gervais of Jetline Services cleans up hay put in College Brook after an oil spill this week.
(John Gold photo)
'
_

Bicycle ·i~-'stOlen:
Public Safety officers were
dispatched to Stoke Hall for a
medical aid on Friday. A
female resident received a
laceration on her head.
According to the police report,
the laceration was caused by a
piece of glass that had been
thrown through a window in
one of the dorm rooms. The
resident was transported to
Hood House for fut her medical
attention.

Street during the night. This
sign is valued at $50.

******

Friday evening, Charles L.
Holland, 20, of Dover, N.H.,
was arrested on charges of
Criminal Mischief, resulting
from incidents occuring in
Devine Hall and Randall Hall.
Holland was booked and
released on $500 personal
recognizance. He is scheduled
to appear in the Durham
District Court on April 8.
******
******
Public Safety officers ·were
dispatched to Alexander Hall
for a reported fight in process.
Upon arrival all individuals
had dispersed . Officers were
*
*
*
*
*
*
Ab o
on
Tu1,,;:illay,
Lile
able to speak with the victim
manager of the Bookstore involved. The case is under
reported that 2 books, investigation.
Introduction to Financial
******
Accounting and Physics were
A resident of Richardson
stolen during the buyback of House reported to Public
books in the Bookstore. The Safety Friday that he had
books are valued at $30.
· observed a male subject
******
walking outside his window
On Wednesday, Jeff Deneill, just moments before his
20, of Dover, N.H., was window was smashed and
arrested on charges of Misuse water sprayed over the bed.
of Plates and Unregistered
Officers checked the area
Motor Vehicles. He was and found several pieces of
released on $500 personal balloons and assumed a water
recognizance bail. Deneill will balloon was used in this
appear in the Durham District incident.
Court on April 22.
******
******
Also on Friday, a resident of
Also on Wednesday, an Durham reported that he had
employee of Daniels Drilling left his I0-speed bicycle behind
and Blasting of New Boston, the MU B and when . he
N. H. reported that a yellow returned , the bike wa s gone .
sign with the word "Blasting" The bike is valued at $200, and
on it was taken from the is described as a light blue
constructicfo site bn Ballard :.~ oncord.
-

........

./

Paid Position Available
(1983-84 Academic Year)

Judicial Coordinator DUTIES:

....

Programs in APRIL
April 10

"Choices Not Hope"
Hubbard Hall, 7:30 p.m.
_ Contraception Workshop

April 11

'' Alcohol Policies at U. N. H."
Stoke Hall, 6:30 p.m.

Coordinating hearings, planning and
implementing training sessions for board
members, hall staff and faculty, and
counseling students.

April 12

"Choices Not Hope"
Williamson Hall, 7:30 p.m.
Contraception Workshop

APPLICATIONS:

April 18

Can be picked up in the Dean of Students
Office, Huddleston Hall.

"Living With Problem Drinkers"
Stoke Hall, 6:30 p.m.

DEADLINE:

April 25

Wednesday, April 13, 1983

"Women~ Sex Roles and Alcohol"
Stoke Hall, 6:30 p.m.

"Choices Not Hope'\
Sackett House, 7:30 p.m.
Contraception Workshop

For Additional Information contact:

For More Information, Call
The Health Education Center
Health Services
Hood House
862-1987 or 862-3823

Sharon Reynolds
862-2050
Dean of Students Office

.

1

.

.
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Work study ·funds may increase
By Consuelo Congreve
UNH will receive a roughly
nine percent increase in its .
federally allocated work study
funds next year because of the
Reagan Jobs Bill, said Richard
H. Craig, director of Financial
Aid.
Craig said that . the
University currently receives
$ 1.8 million from the Federal
Government for work study.
The increase will mean
$180,000 to $190,000 more for
UNH.
There are roughly 2,032
students eligible for workstudy this year, and the number
may increase next year. To be
eligible for work-study a
student has to meet 25-27
different factors including
income, assets, and size of
family, said Craig.
Ninety-five percent of the
work study jobs are University
oriented. There is Virt.ually
every type of position
imaginable," said Craig.
Students l~arn of job openings
through the job board, throuJ?h
counseling by the Financial
Aid Office, or just going out
and finding them, said Craig.
64

FRIDAY, April 8
GOURMET DI~NER I: .. Le Cafe Aux Champs Elysees."
Sponsored by hotel department. Granite State Room, Memorial
Union. Cocktails 6:30 p.m.; dinner 7:30 p.m. $14.95. Tickets
available at the Memorial Union Ticket Office. The dinner will be
presented ~gain on April 9.
UNH DANCE THEATER COMPANY: Annual concert of jazz,
ballet and modern dance. Directed by Jean Brown, Larry
Robertson and Gay Nordone. Joh_n son Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
General $4; UN H students and employees/ senior citizens $3.
Through April 9.

The Teaching Academic to study sometime while I'm
Skills (T ASk) Center in Stoke working ...
Pinsonneault whose ceilingHall employs 15 work-study
students a semester, said Dani the amount of money he is
Duqy, Assistant Director. allowed· to earn under the
T.A.Sk. advertises job program each semester-ts
openings through the job board $1500, thinks the increase
and advertising in campus might raise the ceiling of work
publications and flyers in the study students. "If you don't
dining and residence halls. reach your ceiling, you may not
Duby thinks that work-study is get the same amount next year.
.. It could be good though,
"definitely a good program."
Duby said that T.A.Sk. more money, more jobs where
depends on students for peer kids can earn more. They just
counseling, and the program is have to be careful about their
successful because of students. ceiling," said Pinsonneault.
Lisa Hicks; a junior
Duby said the increase in
federally funded work-study Community Development
funds will be ..great," because it major who has a work-study
would mean an increase in the job at the Faculty Center, said,
number of people that T ASk .. work study isn't fair for
could employ and .. more students with four or five
students could stay in school," courses, who have to use the
because of the work-study aid. work study for housing or
Dave Pinsonneault, ajunior tuition, and who work 20 hours
Forestry major, has nad a a week. We try to meet our
work-study job since he was a ceiling but we have to stu_!Jy
freshman. He now works in the too. What we don't reach of our
equipment room at the Field ceiling, if we work the year
House. Pinsonneault thinks around, should be given to us in
that work-study is a ••good a grant. We w~re allocated the
program. It gives you extra (,,. money to begin with."
money'. a_nd I even get a ch~nce

SATURDAY, April 9
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: "Hands of Time: New
England Quilts and Quiltmakers" and .. Anne - Arnold: A
Retrospective.'' Paul Arts. Monday-Wednesday 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.;
Thursday - IQ a.m. - 8 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday 1-5 p.m.; closed
Friday and University Holidays. Through April 27.
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL DOUBLEHEADER: vs. Massachusetts.
FiPld Home. I p . m .

MEN'S BASEBALL DOUBLEHEADER: vs. Massachusetts.
Field House, I p.m.
GOURMET DINNER I: '"Le Cafe Aux Champs Elysees."
Sponsored by hotel department. Granite State Room. Memorial
Union. Cocktails 6:30 p.m.: dinner 7:30 p.m. $14.95. Tickets
available at the Memorial Union Ticket Office.
MUB PUB: Crossfire. Sponsored by MUSO. Memorial Union, 8
p.m. Students $3; General $4. UN H ID/ proof of age required.
UNH DANCE THEATER COMPANY: Annual concert of jazz,
ballet, and modern dance. Directed by Jean Brown, Larry
Robertson and Gay Nordone. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
General $4: UN H students and employees/ senior citizens $3 . .

SLINDA Y, April IO

-----BOMBS----No bombs have been found
in Hunter or at any of the other
places that received calls in
March, according to Roberts.
.. It appeared to be a practical
joke right off, but a serious one
you can't really ignore," said
Ouellette.
Some residents have been
finding alternative places to
sleep on campus after a si~n

( continued from page 3)
was placed in the dorm warning
residents to .. Sleep here at your
own risk." But according to
resident Dan Delvin, "'more
people are coming back and
staying."
"What happens if it's a real
bomb, no one would take it
seriously," said -Hayes.
The Head Resident of
Hunter, Dave Andr~, de._~l!ned

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: ''Hands of Time: New England
Quilts and Quiltmakers" and "Anne Arnold: A Retrospective."
Paul Arts. Through April 27.
JUNIOR RECITAL: Nancy Wallace and Karen Hansen, dual
pianos. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 3 p.m.
MU SO Fl L M: "That Obscure Object of Desire." Strafford Room,
Memorial ·union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. $1 or season pass.
UNH FACULTY WOODWIND QUINTET: Peggy Vats, flute;
Linda Seiler, oboe; David Seiler, clarinet; Keith Polk, horn; and
Amy Rhodes, bassoon. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Sunday Night Special. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. UNH
ID/ proof of age required. Admission charged.

to comment on the matter, but
stressed it was being taken
seriously.

MONDAY, April I I
_

-X30

days paid vacation per year

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: "Hands of Time: New England
Quiltmakers" and "Anne Arnold: A Retrospective." Paul Arts.
Through April 27.
LEWITZKY DANCE COMPANY LECTURE-DEMONSTRATION: Sponsored by Celebrity Series. Dance Studio, New
Hampshire Hall, 4 p.m. Open to observers without char.ge.
FOREIGN FILM: "Rogopag." Sponsored by Independent
Supporters of Foreign Cinema . Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m.
General $I; free to sponsors. For information or to become a
sponsor, call Lisa Cunningham, 742-5305.

Tl 1ESDA Y, April 12

~ - - - - - - c o n t i n u i n _ g _ education
non-taxable
~
opportumt1es
./"
·
housing
allowances~
free medical
and dental care
non-taxable
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--------------development of
professional and
administrative
expertise :

guaranteed opportunities for - - - , ,
upward mobility
·

Look into the available opportunities afforded you as a Navy Nurse and discover
exciting new dimensions in your professional and social life. Get your questiorys
answered today.

NAVY MEDICAL PROGRAMS
470 Atlantic Ave., Suite 1203
Boston, MA 02210
(617) 223-5432

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: "Hands of Time: New England
Quilts and Quiltmakers" and "Anne Arnold: A Retrospective."
Paul Arts. Through April 27.
LEWITZKY DANCE COMPANY MASTER CLASS: Sponsored
by Celebrity Series. Only UNH students will participate. Dance
Studio, New Hampshire Hall, 10:30 a.m. Open to observers without
charge. ·
MEN'S BASEBALL: vs. Colby. Field House, 3 p.m.
FOREIGN FILM: "Rogopag." Sponsored by Independent
· Supporters -of Foreign Cinema ..Room 110, Murkland, 4 p.m.
Generfi-1 •_$1: free to sponsors. For more information or to become a ·
sponsor: call Lisa Cunningham, 742-5303.
MULTI MEDIA PRESENTATION: "Dreamweaver" will use 3
large screens, 14 computerized slide projectors and over 200 visuals ·
to tell a st-ory through the lyrics of.contemporary music. Sponsored ·
-by Campu·s ·crusa·d e for Christ. Granite State Room, Memorial
Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. $1 in advance: _$2 at t}Je door.
CEL.l:BRITY SERIES : The Lewitzky Dance Company. Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. General $7; UNH faculty/staff $6; UNH
students / senior citizens $5. All tickets at the door $7. Information
and tickets at the Memorial Union Ticket Office, 862-2290.

The New Hampshire ( USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Dur~am, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday- Friday 10 AM-2 PM., Academic year subscription:
$18 .00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part of an
advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New
Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH,03824. 11,000copiesperissue
1.pr.i.nt'1d. Ii..:,. l00irul -T r~6uJHt,•Sic4Gct&d MaiRe. - "' " ..
,. • ·- • -

•
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IIOTICES

Birthday boy lfowie!

ACADEMIC___ --

XTECO. Tuesday April 12 from 2 to 4 p.m. Fee is
$2.
BEGINNING 1022 - 1,2: Explains how to use the
System I022 program to store records in a
computer file, update these records, and produce
simple reports from this data. Sessions: 2.
Prerequisites: Beginning Timesharing: Beginning
SOS or Beginning XTECO. Tuesday, April 12 and
Thursday, April 14 from 6 to 8:30 p.m. Fee is $4.

WOMEN'S STUDIES RECEPTION: All
students are invited to meet Women's Studies
faculty and to hear about Fall semester, J()83
courses; course description brochures will be
available. Wednesday, April 13, Faculty Center
Lounge, 3 to 5 p.m.
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION

SPORTS MANAGERS MEETING: Sponsored
by Recreational Sports. General meeting for all
sports . managers. Monday, April I I, . SenateMerrimack Room, Memorial Union, 5:30 p.m.
INTRAMURAL TENNIS: Sponsored by
Recreational Sports. Entries for men's and
women's singles (A&B levels), men's doubles,
women's doubles, and C<?-rec doubles arc due by
Wednesday, April 13 in the Recreational Sports
Office, Room 151, Field House. Sign-up is
restricted to two events only. For more
information, call Ann at 862-2031.
JOGGING MARATHON: Sponsored by
Recreational Sports. No preregistration necessary.
Sign in with attendant on dut_Y. at Memorial Field
I rack, Monday-rnday, Apnl 18 - April 22 and
April 25 - 29, 4 to 6 p.m. For more information call
Rec Sports, 862-2031.
CAREER

RESUME CRI.TIQUE: Sponsored by Career
Planning and Placement. Students receive
feedback on final draft resumes on a firstcome/ first-served basis. Friday, April 8, Room
203, Huddleston, I :30 to 4:30 p.m.
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement. For students who
find i! difficult to schedule regular appointments.
Monday, April 11, Balcony Table, Memorial
Union,.1:30 to 3:30 p.m. ·
- CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

RESOURCE ECONOMICS CLUB MEETING:
Mondays, Room I06 James, noon. ·
UNH GAY/LESBIAN ALLIANCE MEETING:
Monday, April 11, Hanover Room, Memorial
Union, 8 p.m.
COMPUTER

ERVICES

Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated:
MAILMERGE: Program for CP/M
Microcomputers that produces repetitive
documents with individualized text produced by
WordStar. Prerequisite: WordStar. Monday,
April 11 from 2 to 4 p.m. Fee is $2
BEGINNING RUNOFF: Explains the Decl0 text
formatting program which can be used to prepare
documents, handouts, papers, theses, resumes, or
similar materials. Prerequisites; Beginning
Timesharing; Beginning Sos· or Beginning

l

COUNSELING AND TESTING CENTER

COUNSELING AND TESTING CENTER
WENESDAY NIGHT WORKSHOPS:
Responding to Suicidal Feelings of Others.
Wednesday, April 13, Schofield House, 7 to 9 p.m.
For more information call Counseling and
Testing. 862-2090.
GENERAL

ALCOHOL SUPPORT GROUP: Sponsored by
Health Education Center, Health Services. New
members welcome anytime. Tuesdays, Conference
Room, Hood House, 6 p.m. For more information
call Health Education, 862-1987.
THE NICHE COFFEEHOUSE: Grand opening
on Saturday, April 9, Alumni Lounge, New
Hampshire Hall, 8 p.m. to midnight.
Entertainment by Thin Ice. Students, faculty and
staff welcome.
CONTRACEPTION WORKSHOP: "Choices
Not Hope." Sponsored by Health Services, Health
Education Center and Residential Life. Explore
the sexual life cycle and discuss preventive
methods of contraception. Sunday. April 10. Main
Lounge, Hubbard; Tuesday, April 12, Main
Lounge, Williamson. 7:30 p.m. For more
information call Health Education 862-1987 . .
ALCOHOL POLICIES AT UNH: Sponsored by
Health Education Center of Health Services and
Residential Life. Monday, April 11, Stoke, 6:30
p.m. For more information call 862-1987.
UNH GREENHOUSE OPEN HOUSE: Advice
and displays on home growing of fruits, vegetables,
ornamental plants and lawns. Free soil tests. Plant
sales at Thompson School greenhouse. Friday,
April 8 and Saturday, April 9 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
CROP WALK FOR THE HUNGRY OF THE
WORLD: Sponsored by UNH Chaplains. 5 mile
run, 3 and 10 mile walks for people with sponsors.
Sunday. April 10, Garrison Avenue and Ballard
Street. I p.m.
SECOND ANNUAL RING-IN-THE-SPRING
SING: The New Hampshire Notables will perform
with the Simmons Notables (Simmons College).
Connecticut Co-Co Beaux (Connecticut College)
and a third group to be announced. Saturday.
April 16, New Hampshire Hall, 8 p.m. Admission:
$2.
•
CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION
(CPR) CERTtFICATION WORKSHOP:
Sponsored by Safety Services and American Red
Cross. Enrollment is limited to those needing
certification for summer employment. Saturday,
April 16, Room 8, New Hampshire Hall, 8:30 a.m.
- $6 per person. For reservations call 868-2339.

This is just a space which had to be filled.

BELIIUT
SCBIIIDT
Chancellor, West Germany 1974-1982 ■
Speaks on "American and European
Relations" ■ Wednesday April 13 at 8 p.m. ■
Granite State Room ■ Memorial Union
Building ■ University of New Hampshire ■
Free Admission ■ Sponsored by the
Saul O Sidore Foundation ■

GIVETOTHE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.

!
~

Howard Pease, known to everyone as UNH's Howie, is
celebrating his birthday today. He won't say how old he is. He
said he's old enough that they never card him at Nick's - where
hell celebrate this afternoon. But he hasn't lived a year for each
of the 200 kisses he expected to collect this week from friends on
· campus. Howie has been a popular figure at UNH for some
seven years riow.

Elevator hack after
hreakdowii in Stoke
By David Andrews
Elevator service in Stoke
~a]] resumed Wednesday after
a seven day loss of service due
to vandalism.
Louvered ventilation
systems and electrical
equipment in both elevators
were destroyed· in the eightstory dormitory, according to
John Sanders, assistant
director of Plant Maintenance
and Engineering. ·
Exact figures are nqt yet
available, but Sanders
estimated several hundred
dollars worth of damage was

done. It is believed that
someone got on top of the
elevator by climbing through
ceiling panels and rode it to the
top of the building where they
destroyed the ventilation
system.
··They tore it right out and
kicked it in,,. Sanders said. The
vandals then did the same to
the other elevator.
The damage is Stoke's first
significant vandalism of this
academic year, according to
Susan Wall, Stoke Hall
ELEV ATOR, page 10

Seventh floor Stoke residents pack an elevator. The elevator broke down earJier this week. (.Jim .
Millard photo)
·

Two -·r ead' as University Writers Series continues
Joe McGinniss

Torn Williams

audience members surrounded
By John Gold
the reading which was
When military police entered
By Dan Landrigan
Joe McGinniss spent three sponsored by the UN H · McDonald's house at 544
Tom Williams kept a full Williams, complimenting him
and a half years researching a
Writer's Series.
Castle Dr., Fort Bragg, North
house spellbound for over an on his book.
He expects the novel will. be
murder case to write his latest
Fatal Visions is about Dr. Carolina, they found him lying
hour as he read from his novelnon-fiction book entitled Fatal Jeffrey McDonald, a former next to his murdered wife. His
i n-p r ogress, The Moon finished during the summer.
The theme of soldiers
Visions.
Green Beret officer who was two children, Kimberly, 5, and
Pinnace.
adjusting
to
life
after
a
war
and
McGinniss
read
from
his
convicted
of killing his Kristen, 2, had also been
Williams, an English
professor at UNH, spoke in the the use of New Hampshire as a - book Monday night in Parsons pregnant wife and two young murdered.
McGINNISS, page 13
forum room of the library on leitmotif, as · in The Moon . Hall. About 75 people attended daughters in 1970.
Monday, March 28, as part of Pinnace, can be found in ~~~~~~~~~;;:;;;:;;:;~~~:::::::-::::~~~=-==-=~-=--------several of Williams' other
~qx.q-..,.~~~~"'XQ'M.Ql~~~~~~~~'M.h1~~~
,~~~-MQ'M.Ql~:b,c.~.,il
UN H's Writers' Series.
Williams read a passage works, including The Followed
from The Moon Pinnace Man and The Hair of Harold
de1;:cribing the 2 I-year-old New

Hampshire man's search for his
•father. While leaving that
address he is involved in an
accident on his motorcycle. He
hits the car of Bonnie Forester.
During his convalescence he
meets several of Bonnie's
friends including Thelma, a 17year-old mongoloid, and Erbin
Stump, a minister in the
Ovarian church.
During the reading,
Williams was.interrupted many
times by the laughter of the
audience while reading .light
passages.
The vivid account of John's
injuries and Thelma's child-like
personality brought the
characters to life. Williams'
detaii-packed writing style
made the audience feel that he
knew the characters well even
though he had just been
introduced to the book .
After the presentation,

The MUB Board of Governors

WILLIAMS, page 13

is accepting applications for:

1 Commuter Student Representative
1 Resident Student RepresentativeThe last day for applications is Friday April 15th
and interviews will be held April 18-19.
Applications are available in Room 322 and must be returned by Friday April ·15th.

DON'T GET FLEECED
BV YOUR LEASE!

The Book N' Card Loft
Upstairs Town ·& Campus

Learn the ins and outs of leasing:

_20% OF.F·
-sample leases
-guidelines on reading leases
-negotiating your own lease

-

10% OFF

all regular
stock books
all music books

Thro Friday April 15th
Mon. April 11, 7-8 p. m.,
Stoke_5th Floor Lounge

Tues. April 12, 7-8 p.m.,
Hetzel Lounge

Wed. April 13, 7-8 p.m.,
Hubbard Lounge
*Sponsored by the
Commuter/Transfer Center*

64 Main St.
Du-rham
868-9661

VISA/ MasterCard ·welcome
Free Gift Wrap

l' AGE EIGHT
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Looking for a chance to move in the
fast lane? Then check out Marine Corps
Aviation. The training is superb. The
challenges are unique. Yout dcket to fly is
your college diploma and your drive to
succeed.
If you've got what it takes, you could be

at the controls of anything from a Cobra
to a Harrier to the hottest thing flying, the
F-18 Hornet.
See your Marine Corps Officer
Selection Officer when he visits your
campus or call him, at the number listed
below, today.

•

Call your Officer Selection Officer collect at (603) 668-0830 or see him
at the MUB from 10 a.m. 10 ·2 p.m. on .April 14, 1983

*

*"
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KariVan adds several new stops
By Sheri Fadley
Travel time lasts an extra five
The Kari-Van has added to ten minutes due to the
several more convenient stops change.
The Exeter route has been
to increase public ridership,
said Nancy Kilbride, acting completely revamped for the
convenience of Durham people
supervisor for the Kari-Van.
There are seven to ten public traveling to Exeter Academy,
riders a day Kilbride said. The and the Portsmouth run now
new stops are more convenient stops at the Fox-Run Mall.
Kilbride said the Kari-Van
for public ridership.
The Dover A route picked up system hopes to have a direct
five new stops including a route from Dover to
downtown Dover stop, Portsmouth. She said the
Wentworth-Douglas Hospital, Dineen Bus Service didn't
and a stop on the corner of . accept the contract to take up
the new route last December.
Chestnut and Third Streets.
The Dover B route retraces Kilbride also said she's not sure
its original route ratber than when this will go into effect.
· The new routes and stops
returning to Durham· via the
Spaulding Turnpike. It now were designed this semester for
stops at Servic~ Me_!chandise. · students who will seek off-

campus housing next year.
Students can figure out their
needs for transportation based
on this new system, Kilbride
said.
New schedules for Dover A
and B, and Portsmouth will be
ready in two weeks. New
schedules are already available
for Exeter and NewmarketExeter runs. The-new schedules
are easier to read and reflect the
changes in the stops, Kilbride
said.
A survey will be distributed
by the Kari-Van office to
Dover A and B riders this week
to see what they think of the
changes.
KARIV AN, page 24
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LADY I .THE TRAMP
All Breed Dog & Cat Grooming
StJide~ts 10% off w/lD
*Professionally Schooled Groomer & UNH grad
* Pet, show style, or "creative" trims
*Defleaing, dematting, deskunking, hand stripping
* Maintenance Plans offered at 15% off
· *Dry Skin Hot Oil Therapy
659-5274
10 min. from UNH in Lee

the 2nd annua)

Saturday, April 16th
8:00p.m.
New Hampshire Hall
University of New Hampshire

i2.oo admission at the door

UNH aids State's economy
By Patty Adams
originally came out in July
In the 1981-82 fiscal year the 1982 as a 22 page report, but it
University returned $64.1 has recently been condensed
million dollars to the state's into a brochure for wide
economy on a $17. I million net distribution and publicity.
investment of taxpayers
Puth said the study is an
money, according to an accurate report of what the
economic impact study University offers the state. "I
prepared by Professor Robert don't think things would
Puth of the Whittemore School change very much for a later
of Business and Economics.
year;" he said.
"We think it is a positive
'"It is an honest study; we got
reflection on the University, similiar results for Keene and
and something people should Plymouth," said Puth. "People
be aware of," said John R. would have to say as a short
Hose, Executive Assistant to term investment that the
President Handler.
University makes good sense."
According to Hose, the study _ 'JI or king on the study with

former UNH Assistant
Professor Richard Barber and
graduate student Muhammed
Anwar, Puth said they "bent
over backwards to bias against
a favorable conclusion."
However, early in the study
Puth and his colleagues
realized the difference
between what the University
pulls into the state and the net,
was "large and positive."
The study done by Puth,
Barber, and Anwar was at the
request of President Handler
and based o_n a~andard.~C?del
HANDLER, page 10

The Simmons Notables
Simmons College, Boston, Ma.

The Connecticut Co-Co-Beaux
Connecticut College, New London, Conn.

and morel
Ice cream from Annabelle's Handmade Ice Cream Shop will be available.

THE STRAFFORD HOUSE
and THE STRAFFORD MANOR

AIIIARDSI
AIIIARDSI

featuring:

AIIIARDSI
Student Rentals and Sum!,Iler Rentals
(All Utilities Included)

The Student Senate is now accepting nominations for the following
senior awards:

ACCOMMODATIONS
The Tere A. Chose Ser,:ice A.w ard - An award given to a
senior, man or woman, to honor outstanding service to the
University

The ll11frersity _Woman's Award - .An award given to a
senior· woman who has proven her value to the University
through scholarship, self-help, leadership and loyalty.

The HmHl Achierement Prize - An award given to a senior
man who has shown great promise of strong potential
contribution to his world through his character, physical
qualities, personal popularity, leadership, and
usefullness.

These awards are given out to deserving seniors at commencement.
Nomination forms are available in the Student Senate Office Rm. i30
of the MUB

Deadline for nominatons is April 22, 1983

Single and double occupancy rooms.
Electric heat with individual thermostats.
Wall to wall carpeting.
All rooms completely furnished.
Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each room.
,Telephone and television jacks.
TV Cable available.
Parking available. Laundromat.
Lounge area. Year-round Patio.

The Strafford House and the Strafford Manor are located
in the heart of Durham, NH with all the facilities of the
University of New Hampshire within walking distance.

Rental Office at
The Strafford house
. 868-2192
14 Strafford Ave.
Durham, NH

-•- ~-:------~-~-------=----- - ~ ----------------------------------------~-------:-,
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PAGE TEN

(continued from page 6)

T4e

Student Press
is now accepting applications
for the positions of:
Director
Business Manager
All Editors
Production Manager
Photography Editor
Pick up an application in
Room 153 in the MUB

director. Wall said vandalism
in Stoke was less this year
possibly because of the stricter
alcohol policy.
"It's a set-back," she said of
the incident.
The reaction of Stoke
residents was anger.
"I thought it was an act of
inconsiderate stupidity," said
Karl Hluska, a freshman on the
sixth floor. "Whoever did it
didn't think about people who
had to pay for the damage," he
said. "'For some, like
handicapped people, the
elevator is a necessity."
"This is going to increase this
semester's damage bill," said
another resident, who wished
to remain anonymous. "It gets

••our damage bill for the
second semester of last year
was about $19," he said. "Last
semester it was only $5.67."
Because the cost of the
el~vator repair is only
estimated, the effect on this
semester's dorm damage bill is
not known.
Lack of elevator service was
an inconvenience for residents
on top floors. Returning from
Easter weekend, residents had
to move clothes and other items
from their cars on a rainy day
and were then confronted by a
long hike up flights of stairs.
"There was a lot of stuff I was
going to take back," one
resident said. "On Sunday,
when I looked out the window

me prt>tty m~d , " he ~!lid .

and saw that rain, I said, bag it.

Before We Put You In Charge Of The World's
. Most Sophisticated Nuclear Equipment,
· We Put You Through The World's
Most.Sophisticated Nuclear Training.
that most of the men
It takes more than 16
who operate the
months of intensive reactors in private
training to become a
industry started in the
fully qualified officer in
Nuclear Navy.)
the Nuclear Navy. You
It takes more time
begin with four months
and more effort to
of leadership training.
become an officer in the
Then as a Navy officer
Nuclear Navy. But the
you get a full year of
rewards are greater, too.
graduate-level training
T e rewards can begin as early as
unavailable anywhere else at any price.
Navy training is based on more than your junior year in coll~ge. Qualify, and
the Navy will pay you approximately
1900 reactor-years of experience. Right
$1000/month while you finish schooL
now the Navy operates over half the
After four years, with regular
nuclear reactors.in America. And the ·
promotions and salary increases, you can
Navy's nuclear equipment is the most
be earning as much as $40,500. That's on
sophisticated in the world. That's why
top of a benefits package that includes
your Navy training is and must be the
medical
and dental care, and 30 days'
most sophisticated in the world.
vacation earned every year. More
As an officer in-the Nuclear Navy,
responsibility, more money, more future.
you have decision-making authority ·
So, if you're majoring in math,
immediately. You get important manageengineering or the
ment responsibility
;::v~;;O;;U~T;;
;
;
l
physical sciences, and
fast. Because in the
INFORMATION CENTER
I you
want to know more
Navy, as your knowl- · I P.O.
Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015
about a future in
·
edge grows, so does
I becoming
D Please send me more information about
I
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furnish any of the information requested. Of course. the more we
know, the mor,e we can help to determine the kinda of Navy positiona for which you qualify.
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Navy Officers Get BesponsibilityFast.

.I didn't want to carry it all
through the rain then up those
stairs."
Colleen Berry, president of
Stoke Hall, said residents
should watch for damage and
.. report it as soon after it has
occurred as possible," to stop
future vandalism.
"We're concerned that much
of the damage is due to
outsiders and not residents,"
she said.
According to Sanders,
whoever committed the act,
.. has to have one oar out of the
water."
.. It's a cable operated
elevator, not hydraulic," he
said. "They could have gotten
wound up in the cable while on
the I oof, ancJ lost a finger at
best, or been cut in half."
Sanders · said at one point,
the vandal had to stand over a
nine story hole to rip out the
ventilator grill.
Once service was resumed,
residents expressed satisfaction
and relief.
.. It's about time," freshman
J.C. Barber said . .. After four or
five days of walking up six
flights of stairs, it gets painfully
monotonous ."

-HANDLER(continued from page 9)
for economic impact studies,
according to Puth.
Puth has been with the
University for 15 years and said
he "believes in it, (and) would
like to see us get some support"
from the state.
"This is a university which
draws a lot of its income from
out-of-state and federal grants,
and not a lot from the state," he
said.
According to the study, New
Hampshire gains from the
University:
-$20,550,000 Income from
nonresident students
-$18,000,000 Income from
research, grants, gifts, and
other sources originating out of
state
-$12,500,000 Income from
out-of-state student aid
· -$42,000,000 Faculty/ staff
disposable income
The study also reported
numerous other amounts of
dollars from University related
programs and people.
Hose added that there are
other non-quantifiable
measures of what the
University contributes to the
state.
"The economic aspect is only
one part," he added.
A copy of the complete
report can be obtained from
University Communications.

•
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Sununu approves energy fund
By Julie Hanauer
New Hampshire Governor
John Sununu signed a $27.J
million fast track capital
budget bill on March J6th
which includes $5.2 million
allocated for UNH energy
conservation projects.
The fast track budget is part
of the regular state budget
which deals with physical
improvements in state
property. Under this bill, the
state prison will be renovated.
UNH's $5.2 million will be
used for completing the pipe
replacement project begun four
years ago~ according to John
Hose, excecutlve assistant to ·

UNH President Evelyn
Handler.
Pipes all over campus are-or
have been-replaced because
UNH's hot water heating
system is outdated and wasteful
of both money and energy, said
John Sanders, assistant
director of UN H Plant
Maintenance and Engineering.
Four years ago the College
Road pipes were replaced. Last
fall replacement pipes were
installed near Main Street.
Beginning the first week of
May pipes in the upper and
lower quad and in Area One
will be replaced, according to
Sanders.

The new pipes will be
insulated and extra pipeline will
-be cut out, said Sanders. The·
project is expected to . be
completed in two years and the
new pipes are expected to last
for 40 years.
Sanders said the project .
should pay for itself in terms of
money saved in less than eight
years. Since the pipes are only
expecred to last 40 years, the
whole project will be repeated
in the future. Sanders said it
would be unrealistic to expect
the pipes to last longer.
"That's like building a car
and expecting it to last a
lifetime."

New 4eating system
.to he completed
By Sheri Fadley
Jessie ·o oe, Lord Hall, and
Construction of the final Smith Hall will be completed
phase of the new heating by June.
system at UNH will start in
The last of phase three
May, according to Gerry change over will occur in the
Tremain, manager of Lower Quad, the remainder of
University System Construc- College Road and out to the
tion Project Administration.
. Mini Dorms, said John
Tremain · said -phase two
construction in the vicinity of HEATING, page 29

JOIN THE FUN
HAWAIIAN DAYS
*FREE SUN
*FREE MUSIC
*FREE HAWAIIAN DELIGHTS
*FREE PRIZES FOR BEST
HAWAIIAN OUTFIT
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"NEW ENGLAND
SPECIALS"
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Fleece Sweat Pants
or
Nylon Running Pants

~.
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*1 /2 PRICE
;·.~ ~
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*wit~ purchase··oUhe top at regular
price choose from our complete
selection of pullover crew or
hooded sweatshirts

Chuck True works on part of the new energy system at UNH. (Carolyn Blackmar photo)
from s10.95

Sizes S-XL
or

Pick a nylon wind top by Canidae
·s20
Sizes XS-XL

(?pen Friday evening til 9

PM)

,;:fj~-------------'5'/Q
0~\

5K FUN RACE
1OK ROAD RACE

v~/

Sunday, April 24, 1983
Entry forms and details at the downtown Durham store

Downtown Durham
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women's famous name tennis
separates comparable in quality
at s30 and s32 each

ma~~~~~12.99 and 14.99ea.
tops:
First quality. Comfortable all-cotton tops with fashion
collars. cap or short sleeves. Super colors. Some with
fashion accents. Sizes S-M-L.

shorts:
First quality. Matching pleated-front. cuffed shorts in
a durable polyester/ cotton blend. Most with two
pockets. Sizes 6 to 14.

men's famous maker
active tops sold elsewhere
past season at 23.95
marsh~lls
pnce

IEOFOID Rt. 3 and Kilton Rd .. across from the Bedford Mall. (adj. to Caldor). open Sun. 12 pm to 5 pm NASHUA Royal Ridge
Mall. Webster Hgwy. South. open Sun. 12 p.m. to 5 p.m. POIJSMOUTH Marshalls Mall. Woodbury Ave .. open Sun. 12 p.m. to 5
p.m. SALEM Rt. 28. state line. open Sun l p.m. to 6 p.m.
• open Monday lhru Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. • Manhall1 refund pollcy_.llmply return your purcha• within 30 daya
wllh 1M ICM lllp • UN our conwnlent layaway

12 •99

First qua1ity. with a famous sport logo on the chest.
Short sleeve. collar and three-button placket styling,
in solid colors. Some stripes. Easy care polyester/
cotton. Sizes S-M-L-XL.

111111
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WILLIAMS

-McGINNISS-

( continued from page 7)

( continued from page 7) ,

Roux.
WilJiams has received grants
from the Guggenheim and
RockefelJer foundations.
In 1963 he was awarded The
Roos/ Atkins Literary Award
and in 1975 he received The
National Book Award for-"
fiction.
In a ·review of his book, The
Hair of Harold Roux,
Newsweek said "Williams is an

-

.-------------------------t

April 18 - 21
10 - 3

MUB

"NO HERPES"
Today's New Ser Symbol
A tasteful approach to a
distasteful dilemma. 1½': two-color
button for you or a friend. $2. ea.,
3/$5. postpaid. THE KNOW GROUP
Box 789, Huntington, N. Y. 11743

INTERESTED
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Apply

..

now Tor·"t' he paid position ,.
of

Student Activity Fee ·Council
Chairperson
for the 1983-84 academic year
Applications available in the
Student Senate Office, Rm. 130, MUB
Deadline for applying is
5:00p.m. Friday, April 15, 1983

University Theater

Extrcnu:J.

Fatal Visions is due to be
released in August.

WE'RE FIGHTING

See Ya Soon!

FOR YOUR LIFE

The Graduate School
is accepting applications for
TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS FOR
PART-TIME GRADUATE DEGREES
STlJOENTS
for
Fall Semester 1983
Deadline for Applicatiop is June 10, 1983
Application forms are available at
the Graduate
School. Horton Social Science Center
,

IN

1983

.

McDonald was charged with
accomplished magician ...
Publisher's Weekly said the murders six weeks later
"Williams proves again he can . because his testimony did -not
do almost anything with match the evidence present,ed.
McDonald still maintains his
words."
The next presentation of The innocence, claiming the
UNH Writers' Series wiJI be murders were committed by
· Monday, April 4, at 8 p.m. in four hippies copying the style
Parsons Hall room LIOI. Non- of the Manson cult murders.
As part of his research,
fiction writer Joe McGinnis
McGinniss . lived with
will be featured.
McDonald for six and a half
weeks during his second trial in
the summer of 1979. During
this time McGinniss absorbed
every aspect of Jeffrey
McDonald's life; his family,
career, and the murder.
McGinniss is also the author
of The Selling of the President,
Heroes, and Going to

Spring and I
Are on our way
to
Durham Red Cross
Blood Drive
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BECOMING

1982-83

Our 60th Anniversary Season

presents

The UNH
Dance.Theater Company
Annual Concert
Directed by Jean Brown, Larry Robertson, Gay Nardone
Johnson Theater Paul Creative Arts Center
University of New Hampshire Durham
April 5-9 at 8 p.m. April 6 at 2 p.m. Preview: April 4 at 8 p.m
General: $4 Preview: $1
USNH students/employees/alumni, and senior citizens: $3
Reservations: (603) 862-2290
Dinner theater package-New England Center Restaurant

THE WORLD
IS YOUR CAMPUS

STUDENT ADMIS-SIONS
REPRESENTATIVE? .
If sharing your
knowledge and enthusiasm about UNH with
prospective studets
and . their parent.'
appeals to you, the
you might - want
learn more about ... "
program.

~·
§

What does a Student Representative do?

§

ii
~

I

~

.,,
l

~

Roughly forty students volunteer about 5 hours of their time
per week helping the Admissions Office with its public
relations efforts. Some of their responsibilities include:
-Interviewing applicants to UNH (roughly 2,000 per year)
-Conducting daily tours of campus
, -Participating in large group information sessions

i What would be in•this for -you? -·

§

,.

:~

-. ·

. >;

•

FALL S~MESTER l q83 .__
,·

-· .

(Si:ptember 8-.December 17)

. ~rotind .·ti1e World,, Ports ~or ·Call
~ Piiae-us, Greece; Hong Kong; Madra~J
-. 'India; Sea~He, -"'Washi'!gt_on; Colombo;
Haifa, Isreal; Pusan, Korea; ,_Sri Lanka ;
-·
.· . -:~--r·y.. \; .·. ~
;!..~:?;. ~
~Jakarta;
Indonesia;
"
Keilung;
Taiwan;
'
,
.
. .• ' ,
1

:

:~)-

?,.

Practical experience·in the area-of Student personnel administration_.
Opportun~ to enhance communication and interpersonal skills,:
I .

:\ >:....

•, · Q _ ~

\ K•

-

l\lort· lhan {i() u11i\'t'rs1tv l'Pllrst•s. with i11 -port a11d \'o\'il~t'-rt'lillt'd t· 1npha~is. Farn lt_
\ from
l lnivt'rsit \· of l'illsilur~h and oltwr lt'adi11~ u11in·r~itit•s. augnw11ted !Pi \·isiti 11~ an•a t'XJwrts

.

Applications are now available in the Admissions Office: For·
those interested in learning more about the program in detail,
th ere will be two informational meetings:
Tuesday, April 12 at 7:00 p.m._,
Christensen Lounge
·§ Wednesday, April 13 at 4:00 p.m.,
_
§~
Carroll-Belknap Room, M UB.

.

Oplional lours. inrludin~ sJH·ria l tours i1110 the Pt'optt·s Repu lJ lir of C'hi 11 a, i1\·,nl,1l>lt·

-·
fYartiripa tiu11 is open to 4ualifil·tl s1udt'11ls from all arrred1ted ('ollt:>~t's a11d u11in·r.sitit•s St'lllt'Stt'r
at St'a admits st udents wi thout regard lo rn lor, ran• or creed Tilt' S.S . t :11iverst• is lull\'/4i rrnmlitio1wd, I H,000 tons. regisle red in Libe ri a a11d built in Ameri:·a

I

For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea,' UCIS, University of Pittsburgh,
Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, ~A 15260, or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (in
California call (714) 771 -6590).

§

In formational Night show Tuesday, Apri l 12 at 7:00 p.m, Hubbard Hall. Rep. in MUB
Wednesday, April 13 9- 11.
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Home

---------8UDGET-----
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·<continued from page 3)

~amou, Branda
· At Dfacount Prlceal

When you hit the road,
does the road hit back?
The Ne\\'. Balance 460 keeps your feet from taking
a beating. The recoil midsole is light and springy for
comfort and the durable Superflex outersole
provides exceptional shock-absorption: So you can
hit your stride. Without getting hit back.

ff.

newbalalce

Available in a
variety of widths.

460

RED 'S
.

~oadway

0

..\O~

\);SHOE

742-1893

WEEK.DAYS 9:30-9

BARN

Dover, N.H.
SATURDAYS 9-.5;30

would come from evaluating
costs and the appropriate levels
of tuition for University
System schools, including
UNH, Keene, and Plymouth
State colleges.
The meeting was intended to
alleviate tensions that have
existed between USNH and the
governor.
Sununu said he hoped the
talks would lead to a long term
plan for deciding how much
. money the State should give the
University System and also
take the ..adversary character ...
out of the process."
Still, Richard Morse,
chairman of - the Board of
Trustees, said yesterday he was
disturbed by comments made
by Sununu's budget advisor,
Terry Morton ... on the attitucle
of cooperation or noncooperation" by the Trustees.
Morse said they had agreed

to .. refrain from making public
comments of this process" (the
talks), and that the Trustee's
refusal to respond does not
mean they agree with Morton.
Sununu told Morse he
wished he'd said that before he
and members of the University
System testified to the House
Appropriations Committee.
Morton defended his
comments, saying he tot~ the
House Appropriations
Committ~e he had received
cooperation from both the
Trustees and the governor, and
that since then he had .. not one
complaint" about cooperation.
Morton presented figures
projecting a .. model" for tuition
increases and operating costs.
Some old tensions surfaced
at one point during Morton's
presentation when UNH
President Evelyn Handler
apparently reacted to Morton's

Spring Fling '83
Thursday, April 14

Johhny Holtzman

Advance Tickets at

Jodi's

and

The Swinging Sextet

Irish Folk
and Sea Songs

COLLEGE
GRADUATES
who are going

places are going

tocvs

Now that you're graduating and about to
start on the next phase of your life, it's important to make the right decision about your
career.
·

We have unlimited opportunities for women
and men .with some retail experience. Excellent training program, competitive salaries
and benefits package including health anQ
dental plan, tuition assistance, manager's
bonus and more.

F~R A LOCAL INTERVIEW,

-HAZING-

NORTHEAST
WINDS

(continued from page 3)

Friday, April 8
and
Saturday, April 9
8:30 PM until closing
No cover charge!

Wildwood
at tM new england ccnta

lounge

Jttoffotd ownue, dumam, n.h. CMJJ ..~•u1s

I

If retailing interests you then CVS can make
all the difference. Our Store Managers will telJ
you how important it is to join a company that
aggressively hires college graduates and is
firmly committed to growth.

MUSIC MARA THON!!
24 Hours of _Non-Stop Music
Sponsored By The UNH
Jazz Band
3:00 pm April 8 - 3:00 April 9
Senate-Merrimack / Carol Belknap Room
MUB
Performances include:

Call COLLECT on Tuesday and
Wednesday, April 12 and 13, ·
between 10am and 5pm:
(617) 372-7173
Or send resume to:

Mr. Tom Wilbur
CVS
200 Main Street
Haverhill, MA 01830

CVS/pharmacy
A Division of Melville Corp.
Equal Oppc;>rtunity Employer M/F No agencies please

Friday J-4:
4-5:
5-6:
6-7:

Tbr JINH
Tbc· JIN H

mo !azz Band
4-no Htzz .Bwd

The )) NH Sax Q,ra ctrt
Tbr Jazz Cboir

7-8:
The Brass Quiu1i·1
8-10:
. Tb<' Pnrnssjon En:,,mhlc
10-12:
Th,• J INH bu Combo
Saturday -

12-1:
1-2:
2-9:
9-10:
I 0-11:
I 1-1 :

1-J:

New

Hampshire

Natcabk::,

The New

Hamosbin·

Consort

The

comments.
Morton said, .. Please don't
laugh Dr. Handler."
Handler looked up in
surprise and said she had been
thinking of something else.
.. I resent that Mr.
Morton ... and may I say that
interpreting facial expressions
can be a double edged sword."
Morton continued his
presentation, explaining
different approaches to
defining full-time students and
the difficulty of determining
··reasonable" tuition rates.
Morton said tuition
increases since 1972 - when
tuition was $1000 · - "have
been less than inflation in
general."
Morton said a "ten percent
increase would be pretty much
what most people would
expect."
He said expenses could be
increased without a "big drain
on the State and additional
funding sources."
Sununu berated the
.. inflation mentality" and said
people had forgotten that
upping costs is not right.
Sununu said the Trustees
failed to respond to the cost of
living increase by not raising
tuition enough in the past.

The Chamber (horns & Th(' New H·,rnpsbir-r Geotlc·m«'o
The I/NH !au Corobo
The I/NH mo lau Rwd

Proceeds For The 1983
European Tour

"Donahue" show and in People
magazine.
As a result of the nationwide
attention, 14 states have passed
anti-hazing laws, she said.
Stevens started CHUCK out
of frustration for the inaction
of Alfred University administration, and to draw attention to
the dangers of hazing.
Stevens' said the decisions of
the college administration was
that Chuck's death was an
"unfortunate accident, and
isolated incident."
The college dissociated itself
from the fraternity, "the oldest,
most prestigious fraternity,"
and put it on probation.
.. I was not satisfied," with the
decision, said Stevens.
Stevens said that she is not
opposed to the Greek system.
"I am not anti-fraternity, antiGreek~ but I am anti-hazing
and anti-abuse."
Stevens said that the
purposes of a fraternity or
sorority is friendship,
brotherhood, sisterhood,
honor, trust, and growth .
.. Hazing contradicts this. It has
nothing to do with fellowship.
Ninety-eight percent is alcohol
related, all as a result of peer
pressure, and most involves
secrecy. These are dangerous
combinations."
Stevens said a measure
against liazing had passed both
houses in New York state
because of her work. It was
vetoed by the ·governor,
rewritten and passed by both
houses again.
The governor was about to
veto ' it again when an 18 year
old freshman at Ithaca College
died in a hazing incident. The
anit-hazing provision passed a
few weeks later.
. Stevens told UNH fraternity
- and sorority members to work
with the International
Fraternity Counsel and the
Pan-Hellenic Counsel to make
sure anti-hazing laws are
enforced.

,..,~. . ':. "'
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-----------FARMS----------<continued from page 1)

competitive prices," Pelley
said. She added that if
Cumberland Farms prices are
lower than Old Colony, ••this
company is large enough to
absorb the loss."
Credit cards and checks are
accepted at Smith's Sunoco
which, he said, will mean a
minimal loss of business to
Cumberland Farms. Reggie
Tibbetts, manager of Theron
Tirrell's Mobil in Durham
agreed.
•• A good part of our business
is credit cards," Tibbetts said.
A UN H Senior who lives at
the corner of Old Landing
Road and route I08 said the
addition of a convenience store
will make it easier for those
who live in that area.
••Judging from Cumberland
Farms prices, it should be
cheaper than Jodi's or Pette
Brook or Community
Market," he said. ••for the
essentials, it's better. I'm glad
they're not putting a fast-food
place in there."
Smith sold the property to
Dunkin' Donuts a year ago
pending a change in Durham
zoning laws that would allow
sit-down restaurants in the
gasoline alley zone, he said.
The change did not pass
because more than 20 perc_ent
of the businesses and residents
in the zone objected, Smith
said.

Construction is now under way to put a Cumberland Farms store in this building on Gasoline
Alley. (Alan Kamman photo)
Senior Mark Gagnon of
Young Drive, Durham said a
Cumberland Farms ••will help
from time to time."
••we usually get our food
once a week,"he said. ••Nobody
really goes out for incidentals.
We'll probably still buy
everything at Shop •n' Save."

COMMUNICATION
MAJORS:
Pre-Pre Registration for Fall Semester

Mon. April 11th, 1983
Strafford Room, MUB
5:30 - 6 p.m.
6:30-7:00
7:00-7:30
7:30-8:00
8:00-8:15
8:15-8:30

Tuesday, April 12
7 & 9 PM
Granite State Room, MUB

Get Excited!

Tickets: s 1 Advance

s2 At Door

lflE 10U EVER

WANTED
4') CREATE YoUR atlN
WoRLD?
~ ~!\KE

!

2nd semester seniors
1st semester seniors
2nd semester juniors
1st semester juniors
sophomores·
newly declared and
non-majors

COUNSELORS
Summer Employment

*

~I.IP. ~1'.tAM COME. TP.u£
su&HIT ~OUR p~oPOSAL FOR A NE.W

·ooRM HOUSE. 1llEHc.

- Pick up
ttnus~

S'f
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\'•cJ..on .forms a+
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I 0\ ( l • llQl)
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ou+ tooc..\-htr uour own l,"i!13 /
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\tamin~ houst. an Joan
ronk.s of outdoor. ph'Jsic~t
po\i-\ico.l -1- e.n"ironr11tntal

-¼he.rnes.

,o♦\\ ~

i1chardson
.

you are sensitive to the needs of the
handicapped and your course work
qualifies you for a counselor's position, we can offer you ten weeks of summer employment at our
beautiful 30-acre Bancroft North site, located in a superb
seacoast setting on Penobscot Bay, Maine.
Students with various recreational interests, such as sports and
hiking, and those with course work in Special Education,
Human Services, Liberal Arts or similar studies are all welcome.
Swimming and boating counselors must be WSI certified.
Orientation begins at the Bancroft School in Haddonfield, NJ,
on or about June 20th with housing provided during your stay .
Then you are off to Maine. Transportation, room, board and
salary arc provided.
Bancroft participates in college co-op credit programs . Interested, qualified candidates should send a letter or resume of
education and previous experience to the Employee Relations
Department.

We Carel
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Editorial
Food for finals
Finals are more than a month away, but it
will soon be time for University officials to
plan dining hall meals for the last week of the
semester.
Hopefully, those officials will plan to avoid
another performance of last semester's finals
week fiasco. Students who remember the
treatment they received just before Christmas
need to remind dining services that the last
week of school is one of the most important
weeks of school. The food served should reflect
that.
UNH dining services rarely deserve
criticism; indeed, most students who have

too many people to feed ...
It wasn't just food: one day at Stillings, they
even ran out of milk.
This semester, the reading days are during
the week and dining services officials probably
won't close down Huddleston. But they will be
keeping an eye on their food stores, trying to
keep only enough to get through the final
week, and not any extra.
Regardless, students deserve the same type
of food during the last week of school as they
get the whole year. Dining services should
remember this semester that just because
classes end, the studying doesn't.

visited other campuses agree that the food and
services at UNH are among the best in New
England.
But last semester the reading days fell on a
weekend. Since it was a weekend, only Stillings
and Philbrook were open - no matter that it
was also a weekend when almost none of the
on-campus students went home.
There were the longest lines of the year in
both dining halls. There wasn't enough food not even of that reliable fried chicken - to feed
all the students. Students weren't given
seconds. Complained one server during the
rush, "We're running out of food and we have

·Letters
chain a "Ohaus" 2160g triple beam
balance. I want all to. know
because if you are contemplating
such an act you will be aware that it
affects real people, it is not just
To the Editor:
another victimless crime where
Unfortunately, although · only the University suffers. I used
Sharon O'Connor's letter again that balance for my senior research
decried the despicable use of ·project and there is no money to
· women's bodies '"as a marketing replace it. My lab partners and
technique for a program," an issue
myself will now have to move
of concern to both me.n and
chemicals, glassware and
women alike, the sarcastic and
notebooks from lab to lab to
deprecating tone of her letter can continue our research. This means
only serve as ammunition for the a great deal of delays as well as
detractors of the women's inconvenience to the people whose
movement. As a women, a
balance we must borrow. If you are
feminist, and a student at this
reading this (and you know who
institution, I am familiar with the you are) remember when you
anger and frustration which
weight out your next gram, that
prompts such a response.
you hurt real people.
However, such juvenile sniping as
To everyone else who wanted to
"the next time you feel the urge to
study in an empty classroom, cut
stick you foot in yoµr mouth, come through on a cold night, check a
down to the Women's Center and
homework assignment on a wall,
perhaps we can help you out," or visit a T.A., and find that the
undermines the very objectives, door is locked, .and no one
which we wish to achieve. In order . answers your bangs, or walks right
to obtain equality and validity in by while you are locked out, you
an elitist, male-supremicist society;
will know why!
we need to promote understanding
.Brian T. Buckley
between men and women, and to
prove continually and consistently
that we are responsible and
• intellectual individuals who are
· above this type of reverse
discrimination and defensive
snobbery. With this kind of To the Editor:
sophmoric hostility, we are only .
I am writing this letter to Chris
fighting against ourselves.
Fauske, the Co-Editor of the
Martha Leighton
University Forum in response to
the March 15 article he wrote
entitled "UNH should enforce
parietals."
First of all, I was really surprised
to hear that someone was actually
for enforcing this rule. Secondly, l
To the Editor:
think that what I do with someone
I want you all to know that
in my room between the hours of I
someone who has the moral code
am and 7 pm, oranyotherhourfor
of a slime dweller committed an
that matter, is my business.
atrocity against real people. On
I am truly moved by your
Tuesday night (3/15) at around 6
concern over UNH "sinking into a
p.m. a low life made his (or her). moral cesspool" Mr. Fauske but
way into Parsons Hall, walked
are you saying that any unmarried
through the corridors until he ( or
couple who sleep together in the
she) found an unlocked lab door.
same room (or God forbid, in the
This snake (and I hope you are
same bed) are skipping along the
reading this) then unbolted, from a
path to moral decay? Are you

Feminism

saying that anyone who breaks the
overnight guests rule (that's rule
15.31-3 page 21 of the Caboodle) is
not here for an education? Well,
Mr. Fauske, I and the 5 percent of
the . student body (or more I
believe) who break or have broken
the parietal rule are here for an
education and I don't see myself or
them (the 5 percent) as corrupt,
immoral, or uncivilized.
So "let's say the parietal rule
starts to be enforced. Who's going
to know who's in whose room? Is
my R.A. going to knock on my
door at 12:59 am and inform Tom,
Dick, or Harry that if he doesn't
clear out in the next 60 seconds
then I am subject to disciplinary
action by Judicial Board? -Sure!!
And cows fly too!!
Come on! This is 1983: ERA,
nuclear weapons, artificial hearts.
This is not the age of the puritans.
But if you want to live in a previous
century then go right ahead. That's
your business. But don't tell me
that I and the whole of New
England will one day realize our
debt. to this university, if parietals
are enforced. Who do you think
you are anyway? My mother?
Susan Linda Menez

Parietals

Vandalism

Writing letters to the Editor
Letters tu the Editor.fur publication in The New Hampshire must
he signed and no longer than two pages typed, double spaced.
Letters may be brought to Room 151 in the MUB or mailed tu:
Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151, MU B, UN H, Durham, NH
03824.

-Red Cross

Scenes
To the Editor:
Sec a typical scene on College
Road.
Sec all the puddles in the road
from rain and melting snow.
Sec all the people i~1 their cars:
See Joe Cool in his Trans-Am
racing back to I Fella Thi house for
rush duties ...
Sec Betty Boopsic adjusting her
hair in her rear-view mirror as the
edge or the road looms near. ..
Sec Officer Chromcdgc pedalto-the-metal-ing it to apprehend a
feloniously parked car..
Sec Professor Puddlcduck. late
for class. hurrying to a nonexistent
parking place behind Parsons ...
Sec the Kari-Van (need I say
more'!) ...
Sec them all throw rooster-tails
of cold. muddy water fifteen feet
high and fifty feet long over the

walkways.
Sec all the pedestrians hightailing it away from the road.
Sec all the pedestrians who
didn't escape head back to their
distant abodes to change from
drenched to dry d rawcrs.
Maybc ...just maybe ... we'll sec a
few people gt:t angry enough to
remember those rooster-tailing
rapscallions and take note.
Maybc .. .just maybe ... Betty Joe
Chromcdgc-VanPuddlcduck. walking to a hot date or stimulating
seminar. might come face to face
with the busim;ss end or a deftly
propelled ri\e-gallon pail full or
ice-water and righteous
indignation.
Then ...
Maybc...just maybe ... those
thoughtless pilots in their warm.
dry. steel cocoons might begin to
show a bit of consideration.
By the way. l am NOT antiautomobile (I own three of them
plus a n:rntorcyclc) ...just antithoughtlcssly-st upid !
Thanks for your time.
Rov Mann
Asst. Pro(. Music

The New Hampshii-e
GREG FLEMMING. Editor

To the Editor:
-Had to do some quick
reorganization of my thoughts to
outdo the letter in the April Fool's
issue of The New Hampster. but,
undaunted. I'm still back again to
say "Hi UNH students". hope you
had a Happy Easter.
That "Blood Giving Thing" is
really comin~ soon - as a matter
of fact. on April 18, 19, 20, and 21
from 10 to J at the MU B! Since
"you're all dying to give blood once
again." l won't have to do much to
entice you. will I'?
But. just to be on the safe side in
case you need a little coaxing. I
hope to tempt you with "The
Greatest Show on Earth!"
Spring and the circus arc
synonymous and "l know" your
amazing feats will put the Barnum
and Baily tradition to shame!
So watch for our unique
billboards advertising our coming
attractions and get ready 10 do
your part in our tremendous
production "or whatever"!
( Alias) Jarrv Stearns
Durham Red Cross Ri'ngmastcr
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University Forum
The things that really ~atter at UNH
By c_hris Fauske
Someone asked me if I could make
an issue out of a non-issue. I said, yes, I
probably could. With the assistance of
the readership of this newspaper I
proved it.
We got more letters in one week, a
week which included the beginning of
Spring Break, about a pro-parietals
article than we have all semester on
issues such as budget cuts, differential
tuition,

academic

tuition

incrca.sc.s,

and the drinking age raise proposals.
The truth is obvious: UNH students
are more concerned with sex than they
are with this University. The truth is
that the UNH student body does not
deserve this University. The truth is,
you students do not deserve people like
Karen Johnson and T. Spencer
Wright. You do not deserve men like
Jim Splaine and Leo Lessard in
Concord: you do not deserve
President Handler and Gene Savage.

The only thing you deserve is John
s~~~

.

Did you write Leo Lessard to tell
him that you supported his attempt to
keep the drinking age at twenty? No.
Did you write the supporters of the bill
telling them why the age should stay at
twenty? No. Did you lift a finger to
help? No. Will you complain like hell
when the age is raised to twenty one.
Yes. By what right will you complain,
when you did nothing to help?
Do you know what House Bill 500
is? I thought not. Why not? Ignorance
is no excuse. When tuition · goes up,
when they cut the Kari-Van service,
when it's not longer possible to afford
to live on campus, when it's cheaper to
eat out in Boston than it is to buy a
meal plan, then will you complain?
Yes, probably. Who will you complain
to? You friends, colleagues. You'll
write letters to The New Hampshire
telling everyone that this place is just
terrible, and that being a student here
is just ridiculous. You'll tell the whole
union what a fifth rate university UNH
is.
Will you tell them what you did to
help your University? No. How could

you; most of you were more concerned
with sex, and most of you were to busy
with all those things that make life on
campus such fun (things which, for the
record, I would never contemplate
attacking unless in jest), to take five
minutes off to .help save UNH.
Did you write your senator and tell
them how important UNH is to you? I
thought not. Did you think someone
else would do it for you? Probably not.
It would not even occur to the bulk of
you that the state budget has anything
to do with you. Mind you, you won't
forget to complain after it's all over,
will you? No, of course not. We all
know how good UNH students are at
complaining.
Are you eligible to vote? Almost
certainly. Are you registered to vote?
Almost certainly not. Did you vote last
November? Almost certainly not. Do
you approve of the Governor's plans?
Almost certainly not. Tough, you

deserve John Sununu.
If it were not for the dedication of
men like Leo Lessard and Jim Splaine,
if it were not for the hard work of some
students leaders, if it were not for the
lobbyists in Concord, this University
would be in much worse shape than it
already is. John Sununu would not be
.walking over this University. He
would be trampling over it! Do you
care? If you do, you show remarkably
few signs of it.
How many of you out there .have
ever done anything more than write
letters to The New Hampshire after the
event? Come to think of it, how many
of you have ever don~ that?
Ashamed? You should be.
Write Jim Splaine, write Leo
Lessard; tell them that you appreciate
what. they are doing for you. Write
your senator: tell him or her why UNH
is so important to you. Get hold of Jim
Carroll; get the facts off him and then

write a well-reasoned letter to your
senator. Join the fight for UNH; join
the fight for your interests. The people
doing it for you need your help and
support.
And, when it is all over, when UNH,
and the drinking age raise, and
everything else is history, when they
ask you what you did to help save
UN H, tell them you campaigned with
the friends of UNH.
Or, tell them you wrote letters to
The New Hampshire about the
ultimate non-issue. Tell them you
protected the right to make-love on
campus, but tell them also that it
wasn't your fault they destroyed UNH.
Tr):: to believe it yourself~ others won't.

Senaiors can be reached at home
(addresses at the Student Senate
Office) or, at the New Hampshire
State Senate, Concord, N.H. 03301.
Chris Fauske is co-editor of University
Forum.

What the University can he all about
By Leslie MacPherson
So, you're sick of this place, huh?
I know. You're probably saying that
the only reason I'm attacking student
apathy now is because I'm a second
semester senior. That I've got to say
my piece before I leave. You 're
probably right.
I've heard, especially in the past year
and a half, a lot of students complain
about the University. About how
they're getting raked over the coals one
way or another. Everyone has a gripe.
What seems to be wrong? Is it the
dorms? The Kari-Vans? Evelyn
Handler? MUB coffee? Or, as Xena
Smith so ardently loves to point out,

University life is a rare
form of existence
th~ University you don't have to put
anything in to get something back.
There are services available on this
campus which are just begging to be
taken advantage of. Schofield House
offers counseling to those who desire
it. There is legal and health aid
available. WUNH and the various
campus publications offer free music
for the listening and reading material
for the taking.

here is probably what you'll find. I'd
try to list all of the places and ways in
which one can be involved, but I just
don't have that kind of time. Beyond
the clubs and organizations are the
possible outlets for freedom of
expression. You don't like Gov.
Sununu's proposed budget, and you're
afraid of having to pay frighteningly
higher tuitions next year? Then go to
the Forum and speak out. Start a

don't all of the campus publications

These are services which are not as

petition. Write letters. You want to -be

really belong in the lining of birdcages.
Well, it's like this. In case you hadn't
figured it out yet, University life is a
rare form of existence.To quote an old
cliche, what you get out of this place
depends on what you put into it.
Cliches are cliches for good reason. At
some point in time, they were
appropriate, not just overused. The
catch to this cliche, though, is that at

relatively easy to attain out there in the
"real world". You have to pay
considerably more for your lawyers
and your newspapers.
Aside- from all of that, this
University gives you the freedom to be
you. It gives you time to discover your
likes and dislikes, your sexuality, a~d
to begin to learn what your goals could
be. \\:hat you 're looking to get out of

a part of the los;al system? Join the
Student Senate. If you want to report
rather than make the news, submit
something to one of the campus
publications. For a campus that must
say "Get psyched - Go nuts!" more
often than any other place on _the
planet, I don't see much of it
happening. And I wish-it would.
If you find Durham itself the most

sickening aspect of the University,
then try living off-campus. If that still
is not enough and you feel like ''God's
little acre" is actually "God's little hellhole," then you might as well leave.
University life probably isn't for you.
I'm not saying this University is perfect. We don't have a state tax in New
Hampshire so how could it be? And
I'm not saying that I ·don't complain
about the system. God knows I
complain as much as anyone,
probably more. What I do know is that
while I've been here, I've taken
advantage of what went on as much as
I could. There is a lot that I never did. I
wanted to join -the juggling club. I
wanted to see more foreig~ films. And
while many have been quick to dump ·
on the campus publications, it was
through them that I was giveri the
opportunity to learn what writing can
be about. I'm not leaving UNH with
many regrets. I don't think anyone
should.
I

Leslie MacPhersan is a secondsemester Senior English major, and
editor of Catalyst Magazine.
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OH NO!!
IT'S THE LAST DAY
TO.APPLY FOR
A POSITION
AT
.

MUSO!

PUBLICITY DIRECTOR
-

advertise and promote all MUSO activities

ASSIST ANT PUBLICITY
-

aid /Publicity Director i·n promoting events
.

I

'

.

ARTS and LECTURES DIRECTOR
-- program lectures and special activites for
MUSO

FILMS DIRECTOR
- select and program MUSO's 83-84film seires

PRODUCTION SECURITY
-

sets up for bands and is in charge of crews

OFFICE MANAGER
- · varied duties involved in managing the
outside off ice

DON'T MISS THIS CHANCE!
These are paid Positions which offer valuable
experience. Applications are available in · the
MUSO office Room 148 MUB
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Arts
Dance Theater Company shows- innovative dance steps
By Maggie McKowen
Tonight the UNH Dance
Theater Company was Stepp in·
out.
·
Center stage, the spotlight
focused on a long figure
dressed in red. On her toes, she
stood, still, arms held high and
the music started.
Enter ten dancers in the
beginning of what one dancer
called "the extravaganza."
Five male dancers wearing
tuxedo-like costumes, black
pants and vests with sequin red

on stage," said dancer Cindy
Conley.
And the at!tdience appreciated the performances.
As the guy's chorus line
strutted upstage swinging their
hips, the capacity crowd of 350
seated in the orchestra section
of Johnson theatre screamed
The circus continued.
On one side of the stage, two
couples were jitterbugging,
1920 style. Centerstage, a pair
of dancers were doing
variations of lifts, spinning the

ties were visible as the entire

,voman overhead.

stage became lit. They were
joined by five female dancers
donning red v-neck leotards
with fringed skirts, sequin belts
and neckbands.
Laura Brennan, the featured
dancer, moved from center
stage to join the other· IO
dancers in a formation of two
lines and the dance began.
•steppin Out', was choreographed by Gay Nardone who
arranged three of the night's
seven production numbers.
It was a hot, Vegas night
club-styled dance whose steps
ranged from foxy hip
movements and pelvic thrusts
to acrobatics and waving hand
movements.
The ensemble's timing
neared perfection during the
complicated number which
combined grace and high speed
dance steps.
Everyone was moving.
.. It was like a three ring circus

On the other side of the stage
"the machine", as the dancers
call it, was starting.
Two men kneeled on the
sta.ge while the women
executed a straight-line
combination of spins followed
by cartwheels over each man's
back.
The audience yelled. They
seemed to enjoy the circus.
The final production number
was only the last stage of a
successful night of artistic,
innovative dancing.
The show included seven
numbers which included three
jazz, two .modern, one ballet
and one theatrical performance.
Judging by the crowd's
reaction, the most entertaining
part of the show came after the
intermission. The first half was
a little slow since it contained
only one upbeat jazz number
and a serious interpretative
modern dance and the corps de

Members. of the UNH Dance Theater Company performed ballet, modern, and jazz dance
numbers in a recent series of shows. (Dan Splaine photo)
d. . k
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Zion .Jnitation brings rastaman vibrations to MUB ·Pub
By Mark Webster
When Healin' Of Nations
backed out the day before their
scheduled date at the MUB
Pub, it looked like there would
be no· Easter Reggae for the ·

kids at UNH. By a stroke of
fortune, Zion Initation, the
premier reggae band operating
out of Cambridge, Mass., was
available.
·
And so, Thursday night, the

---···

,

sold-out crowd was dousea
with the easy-grooving
Jamaican sound. Zion
Initation brought a religious
theme to the 24-song set, but let
the music carry the show with a

t

--

Reggae returned to the MUB Pub last Thursday when Zion Initation played to a capacity crowd.
(Jim Millard photo)

tight rhythm backing and
harmonic melodies.
Originals made up the
balance of the show. Love
songs were a main focus·, with
"Complexion Girl" and · "If
This World Were Mine (I
would give it all to you). Lionel
Ritchie's "Truly" was a big
crowd pleaser, enough that the
band decided to play it twice.
Abdul Baki, singing most of
the lead parts, was the ·
dominating force on stage. Tall
and stately in figure, his hair ·
done in dreadlocks, he strolled
about the stage grinning to the
music and tailoring the lyrics so ·
that he was directly addressing
the audience. On "Truly", he
seemed to slip into the
character of a Motown
chrooner, holding the
microphone with both hands
and leaning forward to zero in
on the slow-swingng dancers.
Religious thoughts laced
many of the group's songs. On
"Foundation," Abdul sang,
·"The days of destruction
belong to the wiseman/ Jah has
given you the foundation ... "
"Zion Train" announced
that, " ... zion train is
coming ... where there's a will
there's always a way ... "
Danny Tucker, the group's
keyboard player, explained
that the band is involved
" ... more on a spiritual level
than a working level. Music is
the universal -language, it's
what we want to comml!nicate. ·
And reggae is universal music."

Tucker described the group's
name: "lnitation is like
meditation, but there is no
Rastafari. It begins with 'I' to ;
signify that all of us are the
same - we can all find Zion."
On "Zion Train," the band
broke through the usual blend
of sounds to give each player
some exhibition. Guitarist
Rass Pa played a twanging
intro that kept its cutting edge
while the rest of the music
faded in. Raha rambled freely
about the neck of his bass,
while Kettaman matched his .
percussive melodies on
Congas .. Meanwhile, Rass
Phus stayed at home on drums · _
joining all th~ pieces with a
steady rapping on his snare,
broken with occasional
splashes on his cymbals. Abdul
seemed to follow a different
beat, establishing a chanting
style that m~de his vocals seem
to ·be an another rhythm piece.
Tucker's keyboards established
a conflicting tone to the upbeat
songs. His doodling runs
seemed to draw from some '
Slavic source, running away
from the main melodies in
some eerie moodiness.
Early in the set, the band
·surprised the crowd with a
rasta rendition of Jimmy
Webb's "Green Apples," giving
it the reggae translation, "Jah
don't make littuh green
apples."
Another .cover tune was the
ZION, page 20
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HOrsh l"eality of peasiint lif~ shown in ''A ---DANCE .................( continued from page 19)
PeQ.8ant of El Salvador" Tuesday night
Ascending.' The music was soft
with sounds of a piccolo.
The women danced in the
style of a musical round. Eac·h
woman echoed the previous
woman's step until all the
dancers had completed the
routine. Paired· up to perform
maypole-like swings, the six
spun in circles. Circular
patterns were the main
emphasis in ..Tis Love Of
Earth.••
.. It's a dance about women,
how they weep and reap
together. It's.. about a circle of
friendship and love blossoming," said Brennan.
Arms were chained over one
shoulder and across each
dancers back in order to form a
linked circle. The women
market. Jesus dies in the
&1ltcrnntcs the role of narrator
arched
backwards to form 1
violence
surrounding
the
with Stearns. Blendin~ comedy
flower blossom and the Jig~.,
, faded, ending the dance.
.. The dance symbolized what
Mattox was. It was a symbol of
the strength of Jean Mattox,"
(continued from page 19)
said Conley.
Mighty Diamonds' .. Pass The into ••family trouble" in ender, .. Sad To Know (that
Throughout the program,
Cutchie", with the lyrics ; Jamaica, according to Pub you're leaving)," most of the dancers presented outstanding
twisted into "Pass the · programmer Rick P., and some crowd was moving to the music solo performances. Each
Knowled~e."
of the group had to fly down with a look on their faces that number was choreographed to
Rass Pa stated that "We have home to straighten things out. reflected complete satisfaction encorporate at least one solo
been experimenting with Fortunately, Zion members with the substitution. The only segment.
copyright music from Jamaica. share the same Dorchester, person who probably noticed
Two male dancers excelled in
We want to play it so we can Mass. neighborhood and were the switch was the man who their specialty fields of dance.
stay close to our roots. But we willing to help out their made out the check.
Scott Marble performed an
mo~tly play love songs still."
compatriots. As Zion strolled
athletic ballet solo in the corp_s
Healin' Of the Nations ran through their traditional show- __
de ballet's .. Water Suite." His
jettes or leaps were professionally executed. He leaped high in ·
the air, exhibiting the strength
of an athlete as well.as the skill
of a ballet dancer.
He covered the entire stage
as he conducted a series of
tours en l'aire, in-flight

and mime Stearns undergoes a
Against a stark background variety of transformations;
the brutal story of Jesus, a appearing as a college student.
peasant farmer from El overseer, soldier. priest.
Salvador, was told in the prisoner, and other characters,
Strafford room of the MUB he forms a supporting cast of
villians and victims.
Tuesday night.
The play begins whh an .
Jesus is the main character
of' A Pea.int of El Salvador', a . idyllic descripti<?n of Jesus'
play sponsored by the Student pastoral life in the mountains
Political Forum and CISPES- of El Salvador, working the
small patch of land that his
UNH.
The play was written by family has been farming for
Peter Gould of Brattleboro, two hundred-years. As the play
Vermont and has been unfolds the economic and
performed by Gould and political realities of El ~alvador
Stephen Stearns over seven chip away at the pillars of
times in various locations Jesus' world until he reduced
across the country in the past from proud farmer with a
happy family to a lonely old
two years.
·Gould plays Jesus and man selling · flowers in the

By Booker C. Bense

I

funeral of Arch bishop Romero
after his murder by the
paramilitary death squads.
The play_ was thorough-ly
researched by Gould arid
according to one member of the
audience, a former resident of
E l· S a I v a d o r , a cc u r a tel y
portrays the situation there.
The political motivation of the
play and its constant message
do not interfere with the
honesty and emotion generated
by the story of Jesus. The play
educates the audience in a
entertaining and forceful way
about conditions in El
Salvador and the ways in which
they are affected by United
States government and
corporations.

-------ZION------~

WRITE FEATURES !!!-

It's so stimulnting

Presents

rotations. Never did he forget
the grace of the ballet. His
extended arms followed his
motions smoothly, forming
soft lines.
Blair Howell, who danced
with Catherine Amsden,
helped to create a definite story
line for the night's most
theatrical number. It was like
watching a play. Howell strived
to accompany Amsden. The
two blended well together and
risked new difficult lifts. Barechested and barefooted
wearing blue tights, Howell
caught Amsden gracefully.
They leaned on each other
swaying in turn so that each
dancer could perform an ·
arabesque.
Then , shl' balanced across

his back in the form of a cross
and he carried her across the
stage. The lift was exceptional.
.. Emergence" also encorporated more than dance into the
number. Howell and Amsden's
mime was effective in telling a
story about two young people
finding each 0th.e r and
discovering a similar world.
This year's UN H Dance
Theatre production also
included a foot tapping jazz
number set to .. Zero to 60"by
Pablo Cruise. And there was a
1940's tap dancing routine
whcih was choreographed to
the famous musical score ••in
the Mood."
This circus of dance didn't
lack variety or originality of
style. It was a production which
had the entire audience
applauding and steppin' out.

JOHNNY
COPELAND
taaandaru Taaas
Blues Guitarist
April 8th
Strafford Room
8:00 p.rn.
$3.00 Students
$5.00 General ,Tickets on· Sale
. Tues. April 5th
MUB Ticket Office
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Your best .investment .. Y~u!
( continued from page 1)

this year. restaurant issue was acciden- on April L Dr. Bruce Bragdon,
Abutters of Route I 08 tally switched with another a Durham dentist, was elected
submitted a petition that a two- ,rticle requesting "take out" by the board members as the
thirds majority be required f<.:...... .stores for alcoholic beverages . new _cha.irman on Wednesday
evemng, April 6.
the vote allowing sit-do,...,- be allowed on Route 108.
restaurants. The petition met
The mix-up resulted in both
town requirements because at votes being cast out. A special
least 20 percent of the abutters town meeting was called last ~aAmerican Heart
signed it 24 hours before June to correct the error, but
voting.
both articles were defeated,
The issue first began in 1969, Samuels said.
but Samuels said, "Nobody
"We felt we had to bring it up
seems to know how it all one more time," Samuels said.
presents
started.··
"We put it to rest, we ha"d to."
Samuels added the neighSamuels explained that at
bor's present concern is that sit- the Annual Town Meeting each
down restaurants would cause year, voting on zoning
a great increase in noise, litter, ordinances and candidates
and people in the area until late takes place the day before the
hours every evening.
meeting at the high school.
According to Samuels, there Voting is open to all registered
was a mix-up in the numbering voters in Durham.
on the ballot at last year's Town · . Samuel's term as chairman
M e et i n g . The sit- d ~~ n of the Planning Board ended

Don't short change yourself, be the best,you can be .. Start ·
today with a Haircut, Body Perm or Sunstreaking.

......... ....... .... ...
,

yJ\ssociation

...:

,

muso
PLUS

The

SEMIFINALS OF THE

AIRBAND BATTLE!
with

ADAM CAN'T
taking on

COOL-AID
882-2293.
Volunteer

.THE ROLLING CLONES
Doors open at 8_·00
Admission: 50C

Sunday, April 10
In the MUB PUB

Positions Available

Grand ·opening

( 1983-'84 Academic Year)

lCI£

Residential JudiciaI Board
.
University Judicial Board
Aniversity Appeals Board
Judicial Advisors

Pr~nts

DUTIES:

Attending Orientation Sessions and
Weekly Hearings.

APPLICATIONS:
Can be picked up at the Student Senate
·Office in the MUB of the Dean of
Students Office, Huddleston Hall.

April 9

8-12 p~m.

New Hampshire Hall
in the Alumni Room

-D EADLINE:
Friday, April 15, 1983

Open to the UNH Community
For additional information contaqt:
Sharon Reynolds
862-2050
Dean of Students Office

FREE
◄

.
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1~ MAJOR EVENTS INTERN t~
(a paid position)
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The Student Activities Programming
Office is looking _for
an intern to aid in the pla~ning,
promoting, and implementation of
major UNH events. You must be a
full-time unde_rgraduate student enrolled
in a degree program / ·demonstrated
academic success / preferably a
sophomore or junior ; -familiarity with
and/ or participation in student
organizations, c3:mpus events, or similar

111!
m

~I

STANLEY CUP
PLAYOFFS

=:=:=:

- ~~~;~j

R
~~~~~j

II

with the

:•:•:

'BOST.ON BRUINS

......

Every Sunday!
Sit back and relax with your favorite
beverage

1

•
~.:.~.~~.;.·!.·

:•·-=~

activity -/ experie~ce in planning
or coordinating major events desirable.

·=•-•:
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HAPPY HOUR every Friday
and SaturdayNo cover until 9:00 p.m.
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Watch the Great Action on our 10 foot
T. V. Screen

ili~ -Job
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~

descriptions, -_applications, and _ more
:::~:: information are available in 'Room 126 of. the ::::::
*.:i Memorial · Union Building. The · deadline for ·~~;~~l
:~:~:;applications is Friday, April 15, 1983
~:~:~:
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A L -L· II 0 0 IMI*

13 Jenkins Court* Durham, NH 03824 * 603-868-5164

UNH Celebrity Series

The Lewitzky
Dance Company

You do.
Be a candidate!
or ...
8 p.m., Tuesday, April 12
Johnson Theater
University of New Hampshire
Senior Citizens & NH Students $5
UNH Faculty/Staff $6, General $7
All tickets at door $ 7
Memorial Union Ticket Office 862-2290
Hours: 10 a.m..-4 p.m., Monday-Friday

Be a voter!
LOOK FOR

..

MORE INFORMATION
SOON IN YOUR RESIDENCE HALL.
t-

.

.

__ .. ~ -......,:.- •

-'

... ,~J' . •~ - "* ~ :·~ A
"•, \ r ,· 1~~ -• "
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----------GAY---------said David.
.. I went to my first gay bar
there. I was scared and
nervous, l just hung around."
According to David, Dutch
students are very politically
aware.

··They are cultured, and
intellectual and very accepting
of new ideas. Gays are not a
novelty or a freak of nature like
they are at UN H," he said.
When he arrived home from
Europe,- his parents weren't
pleased.
••They knew I'd have a good
time, but they didn't expect me
to have the time that I did," he
said.
They thought it was time for
him to attend UNH , the small
school,

tucked

away in the

forests and lakes of New
Hampshire, where he wouldn't
get in any trouble. The school
which is located in the state
where former Governor
Meldrim Thompson and many
other locals opposed the gay
organization on campus.

(continued from page 2)
But, the first month he was know about his sexual
here, David missed a week of preference.
school to spend time with a guy
"It just never occurs to them,
he met in southe·rn NH.
and I don't ever say anything
••1 was living an incredible because it isn't important to
schizophrenic life. I'd go to our friendship," he said.
Boston, or wild parties around
And those friends who
the area and then come back to know, don't seem to care.
my dorm at UN H where gays
"All it is to me is a sexual
just weren't the cool thing," preference," said a female
said David. ..It was then I friend of David's.
realized how much I hated this
However, David said, gays
place."
never really feel a part of the
His R.A. was cooperative whole. They're separated,
and offered to talk with him differentiated and made to feel
about it anytime. And he used unlike others, he said.
"To be accepted, you have to
the resources the Counseling
and Testing Center at Schofield play act in front of people who
House had to offer.
don't know. You learn to do it
••But they were ridiculous," . well, and you get by," said
he said. .. I went to meetings David. "l lower my voice
sometimes. Mak.es it easier.
where we ctll .k.ucw wt: wtrt gay.
Play acting is a characteristic of
We used to sit around and talk
about courses instead of our mine now."
homosexuality."
At times, he is self-conscious.
Although UN H is now easier Do l walk funny? What's out of
for David to deal with, there place? What words do I use that
are times his homosexuality straight people don't? These are
isn't.
questions David often asks
He has friends who don't
himself.

And then there's "the
feeling." "The feeling," as
David descibes it, is when he
wonders, "Why Me?"
•·why am I gay, how come I
was chosen to be attracted to
males," he asks.
··what really pisses me off is
to think I'm working hard to
get into a system I know who
opposes me. I might not be a
successful doctor because I'm
homosexual," he said.
It's the only thing David's
father worries about.
"He's afraid it's going to get
tough for me later on in the
medical field," said David.
"I hope it's rough on him
later on," said a .student who
doesn't accept gays. "They

should all be killed, or put
away, or something."
David doubts he'll ever be
married, although all of hi '.~
friends thinks he'd be the
perfect "Dad".
He'll still plan on med
school, and get upset when the
Kari-Van is late, and continue
to procrastinate studying.
But (that word again), .. . bw
what?

Shear Kreations of Lee
Circle
ABOVE THE DRUG STORE
Mon-Sat. 9-5
Thurs. Nights Until 8 PM

Nick's!

FULL FAMILY HAIR SERVICE

Friday April 12th

hope
Your foot
Heals quicklyl
I miss ·you
Here at workl

Give Aways, Prizes etc.

GET WELL
SOON!!

Tequila Nite
IS

Rte. 125
Lee Circle, N.H. 03824

-shampoo, cut, blow dry & conditioner-short __
hair $7.00
8.50
-extra long hair
-perms- one price $ 25.00
curly-body-directional
w / precision cut
-long hair perms w / cut $ 30.Q0 _
- U ni-Perm-Red_ken-Realistic-Zoto-Helene
Curtis for Men, Women and children

WE PICK THE BEST
FOR YOUR HAIR

Dr. John J. Mclean
Mohegan Community College

Norwich, CT 06360

886- 1931 X243

TIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

'·

i,.
I
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-DROP( continued from page 1)

GAR~IELD .

By JIM DAVIS

I J..IOPE VOLJ DON',

IF A DOG CAN0E A
WORLP WAR I FLYING- ACE,
I CAN SURELY FLY

MINP FLYING,
GARFIE:LD

COMMERCIAL

elect Jamie Rock called the
motion "quick change by the
Academic Senate."
·
"I don't think · they put
themselves in the position of
the student," Rock said.
"We (the Student Senate) are
definately in opposition to the
bill," said Blewett. "It's going to
affect students in a negative
way."

-KARIVAN<contil;nied from page 9)

By JEFF MacNELL Y

SHOE

~. 1 M~ I'~~ 0E. SEEtM
'<OU 1Ul5 SUNJ:l\'(, ~ ...

-✓-- JS

B.C.

By JOHNNY HART
t¥YN T~AT6 KeAl-

Af-A.£~'. iHE.

The rider said she thinks the

new stops are more convenient
for all the routes. It's a more
complete route, she said:
Michael Davidson, a Dover
B rider, said he doesn't mind
the added Service Merchandise
stop, but said, "I don't like
retracing the route. It takes
longer to get to school and . ·
takes away from my study time
before class."

Taj Mahal
and_ NRBQ
aturday April 9th 8:00 p.m.

The Tubes

~lJN\JUATioN !

Nlffl::.R HAG

"it think it's a good idea,"
said a seni-or Dover A rider.

April 24th

f1;RMANENr
"ft\E.OL.'

Concert Dance Co.
of Boston
April 30th
Tickets Available at:

Humphrey's Deli-Durham
Rock Bottom Records-Ports.
All Ticketron Outlets
F,.ld Enterpr,ses. Inc .• 1983

Reproductive
Health care~ -

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED
f t f } ~ ~ fji),l ~ THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
~ ~ ~~~®
byHenriArnoldandBobLee
HL HON€Y...

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square, to form
four ordinary words.

I VOLCE . ,

rJ

0

KNALB

to

CJ I

SLAFTE

I

[J

5ECONl7?

aflN...RINtH NOS£ ...
AFEW ZITS ...
\

GYNECOLOGICAL
SERVICES
in all aspects of
women's health care and
gynecological surgery,
including office female
sterilizations and
PREGNANCY TERMINATIONS

All senrices proYided by an
OB/ GYN surgeon and
professionally trained staff

services also include

WHAT iHE DINER
AT THE FIS-H
~E5TAUFeAITTHAP

LOT$0F.
Now arrange the circled letters to
form the surprise answer, as suggested by the above cartoon.

Answerhere:

CAN YOO

HQJ7 IT OE

SAf, HA\£N'T
IJ.EMf-T~-

NO CHE~T...

I

C> Hi18,3 Tribune Company S)'nchca1e, Inc
All Rights flnenoed

rwl{fL/ Cfff-Ck1Hl5

~wr... ~CQ.IT

A team of health care
professionals offering

r1 I I I J TOK I I I 1

*Birth Control Counseling
*Pro Choice Pregnanc_,. Counse/in!{
*FREE Pregnancy Testing
* Evening Hours
*Sliding Fee Scale
*Comp/ere CO N FIDENTIALITY

WHAWYA 1HINI<,
~?I5AV
HE'S A1 5~ ."
f'A55 OR GO •1
\

N£V€R.MINV!

WHAT?GO
WflH-11£
~1.l'-1 'I ?
rc;nw
N...
\

Gregory C. L~ck
M.D.Prof. Assn.
152 Court St.
'Portsmouth, N.H. 03801
603-436-6462
Hours:
Monday-Friday
9 am- 5 pm

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ..

·
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Introducing Arby's

GET IN SHAPE
salad bar
NEW!

SPECIAL!

NEW!

SPORTSWAVE

At Arby's you'll find
taste-tempting, fresh
crisp salad and
vegetables. Fix it
your way--you'II
find eating Iig ht
can be delicious--the Arby's way!

A 30 minute, updated Sports Report with
emphasis on UNH sports. Comes complete with
inteiviews, guests, trivia questions, athlete of the
week, and a chance for you to call in and -c omment.

May 31, 1983
Durham Location
Only
- - - - - - - - - - - coupon-------

For all the week's Wildcat sporting events, tune in on
SUNDAY at 12, on 91.3 FM WUNH ...The Winning Team!

~ GET IN SHAPE!

25 ~
salad bowl

NEW!

NEW!

off

ot

---

35 ¢

NH

off

salad bar only

NEW!

.

.

SATURDAY,
APRIL 9
Admission:
$3.00 - students
$4.00 - public·

Doors .ppe~ at ~:00
Coming to the PUB next
Thursday, April 16th:

Ben Baldwin and the Big Notes

.ROCKS INTO THE

IIIUB PUB

UNH ID/Pr~of of age required

I
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(continued from page 3)
their lower beverage prices · bottlers. The bottlers would
more attractive New Hampwhich draw business from then pass the added cost o.n to shire, she said.
border 'bottle states'.
The Maine Department of 7
retailers and consumers.
However, the governor~s
The handling cost runs about Transportation studied
proposal is original because it tw·o cents per container in other highway litter before their
requires a three to five cent bottle states, on top of the
bottle bill was passed in 1977
deposit on cans and bottles deposit.
and after in 1978 and 1979. A
which will be redeemed at one
reduction of 15 percent was
Sununu predicts a 60 percent
of 60 state redemption centers. return rate on containers which reported in 1978 in categories
The state would collect will generate a $7 million profit of paper, plastic, cans, ·bottles
deposits directly from ~the for this state. Maine and and jars. In I979, litter on
Vermont average a 90 percent · Maine highways was reduced
by only IO percent.
return rate.
Bob Hayes, finance manager
Blanchette, who says New
Hampshire has a "'solid waste for New H_ampshir~ bistribucrisis," questions this money- tors in Concord, says only three
percent of beverage containers
making method.
.. If the goal is to get the produced in New Hampshire
containers off the highways," end up on the roads.
he says, "then a 60 percent
Hayes admits a bottle bill
reduces litter, but says the
return isn't enough."
Bottle om opponents also .consumer .. pays too much for
question the governor's what he gets."
'"The most efficient way to
calculations.
UNH associate professor of remove litter from roadsides is
marketing, Starr Schlobohm, to pick it up," said the UNH
who has studied beverage engineering graduate.
Mark McCaddin, "·manager
prices in four New England
states said the non-return profit of Bayside Distributors in
is a "hidden tax". He estimates Durham, said the bill is not
even a 90 percent return rate only a costly solution, but
would ·cost New Hampshire would also significantly reduce ,,,
consumers., $2.6 million the $6 million paid annually to
the state in beer taxes.
annually.
The professor estimated the
"A large portion of that
total expense of a New money is from people who
Bunel's · investigation of the dual nature of woman
Hampshire bottle bill at $26.4 cross the border to buy their
is shockingly poetic and subversively funny.
million yearly, or $77 per year beer," McCaddin said.
McCaddin said his retailers
in added beverage costs per
gained a 20 percent increase in
New Hampshire household.
· Sunday, April 10
Blanchette disputes the February sales of packaged
Strafford Room - MUB
accuracy of Schlobohm's goods due to their January
7 & 9:30 p.m.
passage of the Massachusetts·
figures, however.
She says a bottle bill would bottle bill.
Admission: $1.00
"The price difference (about
save local tax dollars formerly
used for incineration and clean- 30¢ a 6-pack) is enough for
1111111111111• up. The bottle bill wouid also people to travel to buy their
increase tourist traffic to a product," said McCaddin. "At
the same time, they will buy~
cigarettes and gas. It all reflects
into business for New
Hampshire."
Fifty percent of New
Hampshire stores selling beer
are within 10 miles of border
lines, according to McCaddin.
"A litter bill would stick the
consumer less," said McCaddin,
who calls the bottle bill "a
monument to Patti Blanchette's
ego."
The anti-litter bill is a third
alternative being pushed by
distributors and the New
Hampshire Retail Grocers
Association.
The litter bill would require
all New Hampshire businesses
whose activities result in solid
waste to pay an assessment of
$150 per $ I million of sale.
Similar bills passed last
November in Washington,
California, Arizona and
Colorado.
The bill would provide from
Fw IDOre Wonee!loe~ write:
.
$500 to $1.5 million yearly to be
TIie Anlly
Corpa.
used for anti-litter education,
1
recycling, clean-up and
rt Jteaioa, U.S. Army Recnitina
enforcement of litter laws.
Forrt Gwae G. Meade,- MD 20755
The New Hampshire Retail
Grocers Association, under the
Name _______________________ - - - - - - guise of "Housewives for NonReturnables', pushed for -the
Address_
· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Apt. _ _
anti-litter bill through a letterwriting campaign.
City, State. ZIP _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
"If the state of New
Hampshire enforced the bottle
Phone ____________________

bottle bill proposal, under ·
discussion for over a decade,
would place a five to ten cents
deposit on beer and soft drink·
containers.
Consumers would pay the
deposit, included by distributors in their price to retailers,
and be reimbursed after
returning the containers.
Gov. ·Sununu's surprise

----------..
-~

-

outline for an alternative bottle
bill, announced over two weeks
ago, sent area grocers and
distributors into a panic. The
New Hampshire Retail Grocers
Associatio·n supported
Sununu's campaign a year ago
because he vowed never to
support the bottle bill.
His abrupt turn-around is
causing retailers to fear for

MUSO film senes presents ...

THAT OBSCURE OBJECT OF DESIRE

Luis

-111111111•

-------.-.
----

YOURBSN
ISWORIHAN
OFFICER'S COMMISSION
INTHEARMY.

Your BSN means you're a profe&5ioDal nurse. In
the Army, it also means you're ap. officer. You start as a
full--tledged member of our medical team. Call your
local A.m1y Nurse Corps Recruiter. Or stop by.

-------------------------------------------,
rm@,

r~--

Age _ __

L ___________________________ . ______________ J

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

laws they already have, there'd

be no crap on the roads," said
John Dixon, President of the
Association.
Not all New Hampshire
grocers agree, however.
Bruce Parrish, lawmaker
and owner of Diversi's Market
in Concord, calls the
Association's actions "ridkulous". Parrish says a deposit
incentive is necessary to reverse
the trend for a throw-away
society.

?'~~- ,-l-.~ .~:

;t - ,.

~

~

ti.I:,;:=: ; ,":(~.~~~(i.1: i ,",
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------WAY-----~-One former member of the
group called The Way a cult
but said he believed that
because of what he'd read and
not because of what he'd seen at
UNH.

( continued from page 1)
belief that the trinity - the
Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit __:__ are one. The three are
not the same, Zeman said.
Zeman said his group is
spreading their beliefs but "the
devil doesn't like that too
much" and they are attacked.
He denied that his group
controls its members saying,
"with God there's freedom of
will."

That student did say that in a
few cases students agreed to
sjgn their names to The Way's
application for recognition as a
student organization without
fully knowing what it was, then
later quit.
Zeman said those names
were collected to make sure the
group had enough names by
the deadline. He said the
students later heard The Way
was a cult and dropped out.
"It's written down in bQoks,"
said one student, who wanted
to remain anonymous. "The
Way is a culLlt's not a regular
organintion ."
The Way drew atenti-on
because of its mention with the
Unification Church's student ·
group, the Collegiate
Association for the Research of
Principles (CARP).
In the April 6 edjtion of the
Chronicle of Higher Education, The Way is said to "keep a
much lower profile than do
CARP chapters" but is
possibly active at "as many or
more universities."
CARP was denied student
organization status at UNH in
October 1981 because its
members didn't deny accusations that CARP uses
deception and mind control
techniques.
.
· Zeman said The Way is
sometimes called a cult because
_its !Jlembers do not accept the~

The Way usually meets on
Tuesday and Thursdays, he
said, to sing, pray, ~nd teach.
Four or five people ·usually
attend the meetings, he said.
As · a student organization,
The Way can use University
buildings and equipment and
can apply for Student Activity
Fee Funding. So far, it has not
applied for any funding.

. .
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CUSTOM l-SHIRT 'PRINTffiG·, _- •_ .
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Crossfire

New Hampshire's Hottest Rock

SUN 4/10

NOW SOUND EXPRESS
AIR BAND COMPETITION

*

Doors Open at 8 p.m. Proper & Student ID required

Mid- W e·ek Record Roo01
Special
Tuesday - Wednesday - Thursday
April 5-6-7

Franklin Ballroom

I $1.00 OFF ALL REGULAR PRICE
Ill

[

Ill
ii~~~

presents

ALBUMS & CASSETTES LISTING
AT $8.98 OR ABOVE
-

FOR EXAMP
$8.98 /ist(co

Thursday - April 21st

with Back-up

The Clues
Tickets $4.50
available at Rockhottom
Records, and The Franklin

(THIS 8_ALE DOES NOT INCLUDE
BUDGET MERCHANDISE OR
WEEKLY SPECIALS)
-
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13 Jenkins Court * Durham, NH 03824 * 603-868-5164 _
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Summer Rental: 3 bedroom house
walking distance to UNH. Available June
25-Aug 31. $850. Call 868-5832
evenings.
Sublet wanted: Single responsible person
with good references looking for
furnished summer sublet. I have winter
rental in Rye and must leave from
Memorial Day to Labor Day. I work in
Ports and would like to stay close but will
consider almost anything. Contact Box
452 Ports. NH 03801.
House for summer sublet, four bedroom
house on Old Dover Rd. 5 minutes from
campus. 2 full bathrooms. Finished
basement with BAR. Enclosed porch. Big
Yard. Kari-Van stops in front.
$150/person per month. Call Jed at 8621323 or Dave at 868-2056.
Outrageous studio in Durham: Have to
see it to believe it. Summer sublet. Perfect
Tor me ··serious summer stuoent. ~lose
to campus. Quiet. Modern appliances and
bathroom. Call Dave at 2056.
Apartment for the summer with a fall
option. Excellent location in relation to the
university. 42 Garrison Ave. (right behind
SAE) For information call Tracy or Sharon
at 868-5186.
·
Female grad students needs
live- will sublet or rent as
preferably 7-1-83. Willing
roommate. $225 tops. Ask for

428-8539.

a place to
of 6-1-83
to be a
Judi. 914-

.

Apartment · in beautiful downtown
Durham available for summer sublet. 2
bedrooms. spacious living room, separate
kitchen . $560/mo. util. incl. Available
May 1. Rates negotiable. Contact
Michelle or Jeannette at 862-3270, or
Reina at 86809860.
Female grad students looking to sublease
or rent 1 or 2 bedroom apt. Willing to be a
roommate. Able to assume lease 6-1-83.
Preferably 7-1-83. Able to afford $225.
Ask for Judi 914-428-8539.
In Dover convenient to Kari-Van: 1 four
bedroom, den, living room, kitchen and
bath. $635 per month. 1 three bedroom.
living room. kitchen and bath. $480 per
month. Utilities included. lease required.
no pets. call 742-7908 between 7 & 9
p.m.
rooms for rent available immediately. One
room for $150, the other for $175.
Includes all utilities. frig, sink, toaster
oven, private entrance. 2 miles from
campus on Kari-Van route. Call Clarke
Bardt. 868-5921.
Summer Sublet with Fall option- spacious
sunny apartment in Newmarket. 4 miles
from UNH. Extra-large bedroom. has walk
in closet. living room has cable hook up,
large eat-in kitchen. off street parking.
Call 659-5683.
Summer Sublet with Fall option. 2
bedrooms wall to wall carpet, partially
furnished, waterbeds ok. In Newmarket
on K-Van route. Call Stew or Rick. 6596195. Keep trying .
Summer Sublet/Fall Option: Tudor Hall
(Old Phi-Mu-Delta) Starting the end of
May ... 2 occupancies for Sljmmer.s Call
868-2471 ask for Kim or Barbara as soon
as possible.
Durham- Large studio apartment
overlooking brook . Walk to campus. No
pets. Quiet, non-smoker(s). Available May
27 for summer only $225/ month . Call
868-5987.
Summer sublet: 2 bedroom apt five
minutes drive to campus. $101 /month /
person (based on three people). Call 8681005.

Help Wanted

lflll

Position wanted : Chef seeks fraternity
cook position for 83-84 school year.
Resume and references upon request.
P.O. Box 126. Rockport. Maine 04556

A signif icant summer employment
experience: in a rustic residential camp
serving disabled children . Stop by the
Memorial Union Lobby April 14th. for
more information and to meet with TRAIL
BLAZER CAMPS, or sign up for an
interview go to Career Planning and
Placement Office.

Work-study tutor counseling jobs
available through Upward Bound from
June 17 to Aug 10. Live-in position.
Deadline for applying is April 8th . Contact
Dan Cassidy at Robinson House. 8621562.
Cruise Ship Jobs! $14-$28.000.
Carribean. Hawaii, World. Call for guide
directory Newsletter. 1-916-722-11 -11 .
Position available. New Hampshire
Outing Club seeks an enthusiastic person
for thier campus activities adviser
postion . If interested, stop by the outing
club office for an application, room 129
MUB
"Boys Camp- (;ounselor positions for
Program Specialists: Baseball . basketball.
canoeing, sai'Hng, street hockey.
Swimming. Tennis, and waterskiing. Arts
and crafts. photography. song leader.
computer science. woodworking. Send
details. references. Joe Kruger. Camp
Mah-Kee-Hae, 20 Allen Court, South
Orange. N.J . 07079."

Revenue Officer Cooperative Education
Experience, full time. summer 1983 with
IRS. Pay approx. $6. 75/hr. Guaranteed
appointment without taking civil service
exam at completion of Coop experience.
Work full-time summer 83, take course
full time Fall Semester 83-84, work fulltime Spring Semester 83-84. take
courses full time Summer 84. Open to
Admn . Economics. or any LA and LS&A
major. Accounting courses not necessary
for non business majors. Contact Field
Experience Office. Verrette House. 8621184 before 4/15. #82337A

Boston Bruins playoffs every Sunday on
our 10 ft. T.V. screen at The Franklin.
Enjoy your favorite beverage at the best
prices in town. On Fti & Sat . Happy Hour
and no cover until 9 p.m. The best dancing
and video north or Boston With D.J. Chuck
Spaulding.

Cost Accounting Field Experience.
Hartford, Ct. major bank. Summer 83.
Perform detailed cost analysis. Wage
based on qualifications. Hartford area
resident preferred. Contact Field
Experience, Verette House, 862-1184
before April 15. #82303.

Hey BDJ- Thanks for everything you are
showing alot. I'm sorry if I'm a devensive
ccbb. Sometimes! so when are we going
to Hampton? No clams this time OK. let's
make the rest of this semester the best
one ever!! I love you, your BOB.

Bank Field Experience, Concord, NH area,
Customer Services area of bank. Summer
83, can begin part-time Semester II.
$4. 15/hr. Contact Field Experience,
Verrette House. 862-1184 before April

Irregardless of personal objections, the
"Fourth Annual Be Kind To Weasels Day"
will go on as scheduled. Expect as much
pomp and grandeur as is traditional of this
most festive occassion. to quote Shelley:

10, 108-3. H0:?-3-.fG.

,.I'll buon tomp vorra . ,. ,_,oor g ,

Financial Field Experience. Boston
Summer 1983. $5.00-$6.00/hr. Top
student . Contact Field Experience
Verrette House, 862-1184 before April
15, 1983. #82221

If you have $160 and a way to get to NY
you can be in Europe by the day after
tomorrow with Airhitch. For details call
800-372 -1234.

Accounting Field Experience, CPA Firm,
Darien Ct. $4.00/hr. Perler local resident.
Contact Field Experience before April 15.
#82219.
Part-time Boys Gymnastics Coach. Must
have experience in both competition and
teaching gymnastics. Approx. 9-12
hrs/week. Position available in Sept. 83.
Send resume to New England Sports
Academy, 68 Knox Marsh Rd.. Marsh.
N.H. 03820 or call 742-9000.
The Upward Bound Program at UNH, a
college • preparatory program for high
school students seeks community
volunteers to teach non-academic
workshops this summer, 2 hours/workshop. Number of workshops may vary
from 2 to 4. Workshops may include areas
of: art, music, crafts, movement. theater,
dance. Call Matt lamstern, Director
Upward Bound. 862-1562.

Cruise Ship Jobs! Great income potential,
all occupations. For information call 602837-3401 ext. 990.
Guys interested in working at a N.H.
summer resort as sports director. waiters.
breakfast cook, bartender or front desk fill
out application room 108 MUB now!

r: ■-~~I
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1981 Yamaha 400 motorcycle low
mileage, asking $1,200orbestoffer. 8681141 after 5 p.m.
For Sale: Convertible sofa/bed, $25. Call
Andy Merton, 2-1313 or 664-7693.
For Sale, 74 Triumph Tr-6 hard top,
luggage rack, Michelin tires. excellent
condition. $3700 or reasonable offer.
868-1526_.
Datsun 8-210. 1977. 4-dr .. am/fm radio.
• 2 brand new studded snowtires. no rust.
excellent condition. Call: 868-2785.
For Sale: Women's dress boots. Barely
worn, size 9 . $50 or b.o. Andrea 6592558.
Xewitzky Dance Co. Performance. 1 ticket
for sale for Tues . 12th 8 :00 p.m. Call
Jennifer 868-5617 eves .
Pioneet Centrex Compact Stereo System.
• Cassette. am / fm. 2 speakers. Good
condition. Call 862-3033 aher 6 p.m.
S 100 no more, no less.
Sale! Sale! Sale! Swedish name brand
clogs on sale for$ 15.00. First quality. Call
868-1336 or come to the coops (5
Dennison Rd. Apt S-3) in Durham.
For Sale : 1981 Toyota Turcel 5 speed
hatchback. Excellent condition only
35.000 miles $4,800 will negotiate. Call
659-2079 after 5 owner must sell.
Surfboard - 6' 4" Classic! Glass Thruster.
No Dings. $200 Call 868-1677 ask for
Kelly or Joe.
For Sale: Loft. excellent condition . Has
desk and "Storage space built in
underneath. Cost $100 to build. will sell
for $75 ..Call Steve 868- 1833.

Servkfl and Repairs ] [ ~
SERVICES: Calligraphy ... personalized
lettering done for invitations. signs.
posters. stationary, etc. Make a
specialized keepsake unique for you and
the occassion. Contact Holly (after 6 p.m.)
862 -3139
Typing services offered by Professional
Secretary. Eighty-five cents per page. Pick
up and delivery service available. Call :
772-4844 after 5 30 p.m .

Lost and Found

11~1

LOST: Gold Bulova Watch - mesh band.
Wed. March 30, Parsons L 101 or nearby.
It was a Christmas present from my Mom.
Help! If found please call Beth Hoppe 21614 or 868-9833 Hetzel 325 . Thanks .
LOST: 4 / 5/ 83 tan leather belt with gold
clasp. Sentimental value . Please call
Karen 868-1 882 .

STUART SHAINES. INC. SIXTH ANNUAL
ROAD RACE- Sunday. April 24th. 1983
is the date. Durham. N.H. is the place for
· Stuart Shaines. Inc. Sixth Annual Road
Race. The 10 Kilometer event will start on
Pettee Brook Road at 10:15 a.m. In
addition, there will be a 5 kilometer race
beginning at 10:00 a.m. Both races will
follow a scenic course through Durham
and Lee, finishing in the Alexan~er Hall
parking lot at the University of New
Hampshire. Entry blanks are available at
all Stuart Shaines stores and area health
clubs. For more information call 8682570.

FOUND: Subaru Keys on Garrison Ave.
Call 868-9831 John.

Semester at Sea slide show April 13.
Wednesday 9-11. See campus
representative in MUB.
Realworld-Finding Field Experience. The
secretary doesn't talk funny. "We help
you get academic credit for the learning
which takes place on the job." So that's
what Field Experience is,.. follows
Franny, ever fleet . Fred says, "Annnghhl"
GEOFF W'S DOG BUCKY. IS A HOMO!!!

T.R.
LOOKING FOR A SUMMER HOUSE. Four
bedrrom house on old Durham Rd. five
minutes from campus, Kari-Van stops in
front . Two full bathrooms. Basement with
bar. Porch, big yea rd, big kitchen.
$150/month. Call Jed at 862-2056.

Happy Birthday Scotti! At last you've hit
the old 2-0. Bravo! Have a great one. with
love from a bunch of friends.

Hey Scott Sameuls. There's a personal in
here for you somewhere.

Mr. Raaasta Man:L The Reggae band was
great and the bomb scare topped it off.
Have to do it again sometime! Hope N.Y.
City was a fun time. The ride from Logan
was something. Sure glad the car didn't
get towed. Have a good weekend. Love.
the Raaasta Woman or you can call me
0.J. George.

Strange Guy- I'm glad you're coming with
me this weekend. I'll need your support.
We'll have a good time at the banquet
with your new suit (and old shoes). Could
it bve a special occasion if I win. You're
the besterest . -Nutty Girl.
Craig

Semester at Sea an exciting program
combining academics, culture and travel.
See campus representative in MUB.
March 4, 9-11.

Craig

To my NY road-trip buddies: Matt, Dave
and Marcus. Well, Matt and Dave, for less
than 24 hours, we sure did a lot:
Grenwich romping in the rain, subway,
bag man and women, attendants at the
Park Plaza, vegetarian dinners and a great
time, especially on the way home when
you bumbs slept. Have to do it again real
soon. Love the Best Babe.

Craig

Craig
Craig
Craig
Only 6 more weeks left!!!
Surfboard 6' 4" Classical Glass Thruster.
No· Dings $200 Call 868-1677 ask for
Kelly or Joe.

For Sale: Ferrari sun glasses: lowest
price on campus; $5.00. two types : Gold
rimmed and black rimmed. Call Marty
868-1005; call now they are going fast.
Gina, miss you a lot, hope you can come
up soon, don't forget I love you . Joe P.S.
Bring the leetle sisteer tool!
Semester at Sea slide show April 28 9-11.
See representative in MUB.
Get them while they last! First quality
Swedish Name Brand Clogs now on sale
for $15.00. Call 868-1336 or come to 5
Dennison Rd. Aprt S-3 (the Coops) in
Durham.

Stanley Cup Playoffs . The Bruins every
Sunday night at The Franklin. Watch the
great action while enjoying your favorite
beverage on our 1 O' screen. Fri & Sat . no
cover and happy hour until 9 p.m. Best
dancing and video north or Boston .

To my Doi-fun : happy anniversary! I hope
the year has been as blissful for yo1,1 as it
has for the little who. Vacation was such a
good time and I want to go back to " hold "
somemore. Here's to the future . Love your
who-er
To the new Stoke A.A's Congratulations.
we are going to make a great team .

Don't miss out on Dreamweaver! Tuesday
April 12th. 7 % 9, Granite State Room,
MUS .
. .

Semester at Sea- An exciting experience,
in academics. culture and travel. See
campus rep with informational slide
show. April 13, 9-11 and April 15. 10-12.

Gvys interested in working at a NH
summer resort as sports director. waiters.
breakfast cook, bartender, or front desk.
fill out application room 108 MUB now

Jake. Hey cutie, Thank you for a super
time this past weekend. I twas very
special and meant a real lot to me. You 're
a doll and my # 1 sweethear!! Babe xoxo

Jim S.- You sexy business Mgr. You!! If
you tell one more person to.vote- I won ·t ~
stay with you this weekend. Get your
mind off politics and on me. I love your
bronze body, I can barely stand working so
clos to you. Hugs and _kissess?????

For sale : Ferrari sun-glasses: lowest price
on campus; S5.00. Two types. Gold
rimmed, black rimmed. Call Marty 8681005; Call now, they're goin·g fast.
·

Oebba Snappa Squatta- I beg of you,
please just take that one step over the line
into the haven of satan and medusa.
Throw those darn books away and get the
bottle out. Throw away the inhibitions and
have the wildest last 50 days of your life,
that is until we move to CALIFORNIA!!!
Start off by having fun at Happy Hour.
D.G .'s party, after hours. and that's just
fortoday. Love ya much Nels.

Semester at Sea slide show presentationsee representative in MUS April 26 & 28
9-11 .
Michelle P- Yes you! what a "Buddy" you
are. You go to sunny Hawaii and leave me
to go back to school where I was met by 8
inches of snow . I owe you one (tell you
what ... that back rub you promised me on
the beach will even things out). Enjoy and
remember "Z before and Z after." Take
'care. your BUDDY

Fourth Roommate needed for three other
girls in a two bedroom apartment at the
Red Towers apartments on Main St.
Durham. If interested call Amy or Patty at
868-9781 .
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in. academics. culture and travel. See
campus rep with informational slide
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For Sale: Brand new 2 bedroom solar
home, post & beam construction, open
concept living. cath. ceil., rustic
contemporary design. wood stove. beach
rights to Sunrise lake. Lease with option
to buy. $48.900. Call Noreen 664-9731
after 6 p.m.
For Sale: Yamaha Virago 750 -V Twin
Motors. roll bar. highway pegs,
windshield, cissy bar and pad, low
mileage. excellent condition . $2,500 or
best offer. Call Jack after 6 p.m. (603)
664-9731.

1978 Chev. Nova, 6 cyl, auto, 4 dr sedan,
dk green. good cond. $2695 books for
$3200. Call 603- 772-5862 eves.

Semester at Sea an exciting program
combining academ ics. culture and travel.
See representative in the MUB April 28 911 .

Oh Mickey you're so fine ... (I'd finish but
you know it all by heart!!) This is the
personal I'm NOT nice enough to send
you . It's just to let you know how much
you 're ppreciated- and to ask you- has
your lucky number changed from onfe to
7¾ ?? Just wondering - Love you Maggie.

.For Sale: 1981 Yamaha 650 Special II,
7200 miles. electric start. step seat with
sissy bar, excellent powerand handling.
$1800 or best offer. 862-1080 days 7 491954 nights. ask for Andy .

He Mushki. don't forget about
Dreamweaver. April 12th, 7 :00 p.m. and
9 :00 p.m. I've already got your ticket.
BANANA-HEAD.

There's plenty of .. Thin Ice" this spring!
Friday night at the School House in
Portsmouth and Saturday night at the
"Niche" coffee house in N.H. Hall . Watch
for it!

Buzzzzzzzz .. . ! This is your alarm clock.
WAKE UP JUDY. Booty & Sydney say
" Thank-you" for giving them their
wonderful home with Sherlock .
Paddington and Cocoa (alias Harold- are
they really ORANGE- Goo!!) We would
have left a "thank-you" note on your bed,
but we couldn 't find it!! Love Paula & Kris.

73 Chevy Monte Carlo, gold, 350, auto.
runs good. will pass state inspection
$995. Call 772-5862 eves.

1980 Dodge Omni. black and silver.
hatchback. newradials. 4 cyl, auto. great
on gas. $2895 books for $4,000. Call 7725862 eves.

MFC just wanted to thank you for the most
wonderful, happiest 11 months of my life.
I know there will be many more, you're a
goof but I love you! Love you, Kim . P.S.
Can't wait for tonight.!

Bethy- I can't believe the SLAMMIN '
you've been up to. But that's OK. we must
maintain our Washington reputation.
Just make sure you stay away from
Boofu's. Wah-Wah's and herpes carriers!
Love . your prep-val roomie.

8:00.

Semester at Sea- An exciting experience,
in academics. culture and travel. See
campus rep with informational slide
show. April 13, 9-11 and April 15. 10-12.

I like Camp!!!

THE GRANITE is now accepting
applications for the following paid
positions: Advertising Manager;
Production Manager, Literary Editor; and
Photo Editor. This is your chance to get
involved pick up applications in room 125
at the MUB .
·

For Sale: 1978 Datsun B-210. Royal Blue
in color - only 61,000 miles. A Bluebook
Value of $2,525 only asking $2,000 or
best offer. Call evenings 742-3158 aher

Girl's 3-speed bicycle $25- aged Lady
Kenmore washer. $55; bathroom vanity,
sink and faucet $45, lighted bathroom
medicine cabinet. $15; rabbit fur jacket,
size small. $35; antique dome clock. $75.
868-1756 after 5 p.m.

Good tunes-Good times!! 'Thin Ice" will
be at the School House in Portsmouth on
Friday night and at the "Niche" coffee
house in the Alumni Room of N.H. Hall on
Saturday Night. Be there!

Don 't forget Dreamweaver - Tuesday,
April 12th, 7 and 9 Granite State Room
MUB . One show you won 't wanttoforget.

Meals, Krista and Jenny- the awesome
women of 14 Mermaid West. Bermuda
was fantastic. and you guys made it even
better. . 'What's the Skinny?" "funky
outfit!" Hey Hosedog. Let's go see
Antoine. "Word" "Beer-muda" "Hey
Kemol" "What will it be for dinner
tonight, tuna fish or macaroni and
cheese?" 'What's the story there. you!"
"let's go jump in da POO!" Sunburnsoouch!! Endless walks to Macherman·s.
talkative taxi drivers who blast Michael
Jackson on their tapedecks, playing
tourist in Hamilton. the booze cruise. and
our midnight cravings for international
pizza, vanilla fribbles. yum-yum beef.
chocolate ice cream. and Karl's
cheesedorgs. Who. would ever have
dreamed we'd have 7 aornP.011!1: rfavc7?
What do you say we hit the Bahamas nex
year? Thanks again you guys. I love you
all. Beth

The UNH Child/Family Center would like
to thank DELTA ZETA and LAMBDA CHI
ALPHA for inviting us to their annual ,
Easter Egg Hunt last w~ek. We had a great
time!

BANANA- get your ticket for
Dreamweaver in the MUB or Huddleston.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY BCS & AJS. LOVE
JKS

Beth Brennan- Welcome to UNH. Get
ready for an excellent weekend you won't
forget I Glad to have you here. Love. Gina.
P.S. NO Homecoming repeats.

-:;--,..-
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1976 Toyota Corolla 2 dr. sedan. 5 speed.
am / fm radio, radials. new enhaust,
fenders. paint. valve job, rear brakes and
more. 68.000 miles. Asking $2100 or b.o.
For more information call Mark at 8685241 or it can be seen across from the
Durham Post Offica.
For Sale: Minolta Rokkor Lenses- 28
mm / f 2.8. for $85. 200 mm / f 4 for $95.
flash 200x for $35, stand for S 15, case for
$15. all 2 years old and hardly ever used.
Call Joe evenings. 868-5717.
For Sale: Multivox Mx-30 Electronic
Piano and a Pignose 30/ 60 Guitar
amplifier.
1979 Honda CX500. 8,500 miles. 60 mpg,
2 new tires. shaft driven. water cooled.
$1 550 or b.o. Geoff 868-1725.
IBM Selectric- 64 model. No correcting
key, just tuned. $325. Call Virginia at 7424651 after 7 p.m.
1974 Saab 99 runs great. needs a little
attention. $550 car can be seen behind
Sigma Beta 26 Madbury Rd . or call Art at
868-9723. 2-1296 .
Spanky, Get psyched for Founder's Day
and polish up your dancin ' shoes. Love
M.A.
Dawna & Linda. Get psyched for some
wild times in the basement]! See ya ·
soon-Jayne

To the Bobsey Twins . You are the seveth
wonder of the world . You've drank with
the best at McSorJey·s. rode with . the,
worst on the subways and slept w[th"fhe:
craziest cats in town. What's next7. The
"Big Appte" awaits "'ydur return . Love
always, Carol , Jeff Mike
High Noon-here's your personal. .. & just
because 1·m your "roommate" doesn't ·
mean you don't have to send me flowers
too!-Sue
If you see a little orange hurse (alias_
Pokey) who looks like LISA LOUD~N.
please wish "Little Sprout" a HAPPY
BIRTHDAYH Or at least pick her up out ot
the gutter. Thank you.
P.T.-Do you want H.H. to diagnose
another contagious disease for us? I love'
_you.-lgor .
'
Mark-Hi!! How 's things going? Hop~
you're staying out of trouble, but knowing
you .... Can't wait to see you again! Lov
ya , Cathy
Pokey-Happy 20th birhday!! Now you
can drink w ith the best of us!! Hope you
enjoyed the scavanger hunt last night and
the many brews. but watch out. for
Boston will never be the same after
tonight! Beware of Pokey Tippers who
look like Gumby
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Jim S. - you aren't done until Monday.
You aren't done today. So don't blow off
all your work. you bum -especially when.
it comes to buying me beer.
Jeff W . -11 ust for your lucious body every
minute of my life. I will travel the mi_les to
see you at IC. Wanda at UNH.
To all staff of The New Hampshire: the
critique is next week on Wednesday, at .
3:00 - not the usual time. Be there!
By the way, reporters won't be paid at the
end of the year ifthey don't attend at least
five critiques. We're keeping track of it.
Just wait and see; you'll be sorry.
JOHN Gold - three HUGE scoops you 're the best!!!

Maggie: Sorry if you thought I grumped
too much last night. but you -know, a job is
a job, and grumps do it best. Anyway, you
do a GREAT job. and you're certainly Huge
in my book. Have a great weekend!!
Buy Personals in The New Hampshire. S1
in Room 108 in the MUB.
Hi Ed! Will I see you this afternoon for the
habitual habit? Perhaps.

Barbara: Thanks for helping us pull
through. Wow!
Oh, come on, why don't you just write a
personal to everyone you know.

c ·A RE ABOUT
EYE CARE

Well, for me that wouldn't be-too hard. If I
were Jon C. on the other hand .... talk
about using up trees .

Bri, hope you and Susie have a great time
looking for apartments.
Don't get
I remember the first time I used a shower
discouraged. Keep in touch this weekend
curtain as a bathrobe!!!!! Thomas
even though I plan getting my term paper
GREENE!!!
rolling. Spice. p.s. I planted my seeds.
Julie H., the cutest reporter at The N.H.: . (F_l_ow_e_r"""'s)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
it's too bad that you had to hear all day
Bye Ed!.
..:.-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,;.___
yesterday about how Women are the root
of all problems. and how men are better.
Saying goodbye is hard, if you know what I
m_e_a_n._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
It's also too bad that it's true, but, it is.

Members

American Optometric
Association

-----HEATING

Dr. Alie and Dr. Menard

(continued from page 11)
Sanders, assistant director of
Plant

MaintPnance

.. We won't be overheiting

::inrl

Engineering. ____ -·
Sanders explained the new
system will replace a redundant
system consisting of steam
pipes, heating pipes, and
domestic hot water pipes.
The new system distributes
high temperature hot water of
180 to 240 degrees Fahrenheit
all over campus. Dining Halls
will also receive supplemental
steam heat.
"There will be two· li,pes
taking the place of five,~aid
Sanders.
The new pipes, which are
equipped with better insulation, will make the system more
energy efficient said Sanders.
Increased energy efficiency is
the biggest motivating force for
the construction of the heating
system, he.,~aid.

;

For the Highest Quality
Contact Lenses and
Vision Care

••Phase

two

went very
hooimt Phase
as~,. well," said

c;:omf" pPoplt> to ::fOf"<Jll::ftt>ly hf"::ft

c;:moothly . We're

others," said Sanders.
Tremain said phase three is
up for construction bids now.
He estimates this phase will
cost $5.25 million. Phases one
and two cost approximately
$5.5 million together.
According to Tremain,
funding for the heating
improvements comes from the
state capital fund; directly from
the state for · capital
improvements.
Neither Tremain nor Sanders
could say definitely that the
students' energy surcharge will
go down. Both said they
thought there was a good
possibility of a lower charge.

three goes
Tremain.
According to Barbara
Eckman, of Diamond Library
office, the heat in the library
has been .. better." .. It has been
cooler, there hasn't been many
complaints," she said. The
library was known for extreme
heat.
Mrs. Cordell, director of
Stillings Dining Hall, said she
has noticed some changes · in
Stillings due to the new heating
system.
••There is a good supply of
hot water for the dish
machine," she said. ••The
building is of uniform heat."

BIRTHRIGHT
f~ Pregnancy Help

476 Central Ave.

Jenkins Court

Duvt:r, N.ff. 03(520

Durliarri, i'l. If. 03824

603-742-5719

603-868-1012

Ta.a.l.zER
~

rt

.

CAMPS

3 50 Broadway

·

New York, N.Y. 10013

SIGNIFICANT SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
in a rustic residential camp serving
disadvantaged children. We'll be ON
CAMPUS-April 14 in the MUB lobby. Come by
and visit or sig17 up for an interview at the

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT

,J

free-Confidential ~ . ;

C
Viking Sun
WHALE WATCH
Reserve Now
(603)431-5500

SUMMER SUBLET
AVAILABLE
One apartment for four people
available this summer at the
RED TOWERS apartments,
located on Main St, overlooking
downtown Durham.
Includes two bedrooms,
a living room, bathroom,
and kitchen---and a
· great location!

•

.I

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

•

Michael Weldon
with love from

•
Cu

The girl with one leg.

•
:,

~

Have you hugged
Tracy ,Today?

For more details
call Patty or Amy
at 868-9781.

WOULD YOU
Hire This Woman?

Christensen did!!!

Congratulations
KAREN IRENE!!

, She deserves it on her 22nd!
Happy Birthday Trace!
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(continued from page 2)
which bring residents closer when not in use, and hanging
together, said Webber. Single laundry on the clothes line
rooms force students to mix outside instead of using dryers.
"There's a little bit of peer
more and "not cling to a
pressure in the house to save on
roommate," she said.
In order to promote the energy," said Elaine Davis,
theme of the house, students Woodruff House resident
interested in living in a mini administrative assistant for the
dorm must first meet mini dorms.
Addendums come in all
requirements. Enthusiasm is
the basic. Students submit an varieties. Some are community
application to the house oriented, campus oriented, or
screening committee and are house oriented. Oktoberfests,
then called in for a personal karate demonstrations, back
· packing excurions have all
interview.
"We 're not trying to be been organized and implementexclusive," said Drew Horton, ed by the students.
chairperson of the screening
Richardson House res.idents
committtee at Richardson focus their addendums on
Hou~e "We want peop]e who

politic-a 1

tre-nd~

anti

topi<'~ .

are willing to put in the time often in a forum fashion.
and effort. We usually send out Discussions on nuclear
a questionnaire and a blurb warfare, acid rain, and a variety
about the dorm so they can of international and local issues
know what Richardson House have been presented by
students and guest speakers,
is."
The greatest committment to and open to the entire
the house, agreed upon by all university.
Richardson House, rn
. residents, is to plan a semester
project or addendum. The particular, has encountered
project gives students an difficulty in the past when
opportunity to share their presenting their addendums
talents and interests with other because they often lack support
residents. Addendums also from the university comcontribute to the community munity.
Horton attributes an apathy
atmoshpere by bringing
toward politics as the major
residents together.
Each mini has other variable problem.
"Most people don't
obligations, set up by the house
council, which include understand the ramifications of
attending two house council not being involved in politics.
Life is so cozy here that few
meetings per semester.
Woodruff House residents people rarely care," he said.
Cornelia Schemmel, a
have their own "gentlemen's
agreement" set of obligations Marston House resident,
to help conserve energy such as presented a slide show detailing
shutting off lights an~ stereo~ . her trip to Germany last

summer. Eaton House dorm is changing and fifteen
residents Chris Ramsdell and people are coming in who have
MaryBeth Murphy made their had no language," said Scott.
own film entitiled .. Durham:
In the past Marston House
It's a Tough Town", and are • had its own "gentlemen's
making plans to spoof' James agreement" obligation to speak
Bond films with a female either German, French,
counterpart, Jane Bond. Spanish, or Russian for at leastCleaning the "mµckies" out of one hour each day. This
college brook is on the agenda became a difficult requirement
for Hall House resident Ann for students who had only a few
Tether, and Tim Russell of semesters of a language.
Woodruff House has been
.. It's hard to get people with a
working on an energy audit.
high enough level to speak a
Mini dorm themes are foreign language," said
developed oy any 50 students Schemmel. "The interest is
who share a common interest. dropping, last semester fifteen
Themes are subject to change students had to be placed to fill
as student interests change. To the dorm."
create a n e w

th1>me a propo</.a I

must be submitted to the
special interest housing
coordinator and approved. A
mini dorm evaluation
committee, comprised of mini
dorm residents, was designed
to keep track of a dorm's
committment to its theme.
Getting fifty students who
share a common interest is not
always an easy task . Marston
House is undergoing a theme
trarisition and has been put on
probation by the M DEC until a
new theme can be agreed upon
and approved. A science fiction
or culinary arts theme is now
being considered.
According to Jeff Scott,
foreign language adviser, the
Marston House theme hasn't
changed since the minis were
first established. With the
house in a state of limbo it's
becoming difficult to establish
a focus.
"It limits you because the

Current1y, Eaton House is

the dorm with the longest
waiting list and the most
flexible theme.
"There's always a · lot of
people that want to get in ," said
Murphy. "Our theme, even
though it's arts, is not as
centralized. It gives you more
of a choice."
While there are some mm1
dorm residents who are
attracted only to the single
rooms and manage to slink by
the screening committee, most
mini dormers agree they
wouldn't live anywhere else.
The laid back and relaxed
atomosphere is conducive to
pursuing their goals and their
individualism.
"It seems like everyone here
is more open minded. They
would never infringe on- what
you want to do," said
Ramsdell.
"When I moved down here,•~
said Webber, "I got 'what do

you want to move there for'.
But it's like an extra curricular
activity in college."
The minis suffer from a lack
of recognition by the
university campus. The general
feeling among students is that
the houses are too far away.
The woods which surround the
minis, and the Oyster River
which lines the outskirts of the
community, has created an
environment removed from the
campus core.
According to Driscoll, more
advertising is being done to
give students and administrators a better feel for what the
minis are like.
"We

haven't

hit

enough

people yet," said Ann Driscoll.
The development of the mini
dorms demonstrates an
innovativeness on the part of
the university. Together with
the University of Vermont, it is
the only program of its kind in
the eastern part of the state.
From the word "go" the minis
have a unique quality whether
it's in a jam session in the Eaton
House lounge, or a Woodruff
House spring planting day.
"The fact is we're not weird.
But I think sometimes we like
to pretend ," said Dorothey
Heisenberg, Eaton House
residential assistant. ••1 just
think some people like to bask
in the idea of weirdness."
According to Ann Driscoll
there's a lot of untapped
potential. The residents are just
"involved, dynamic, energetic,
and fun loving people with a
different attitude ,t owards life."

TODAYISTHELASTDAY
TO REGISTER FOR:

<muso PHOTOSCHOOL >
2nd session open now!
classes in basic and advanced photography

·,;,;.,•~/.,\ f,~tf

~!i~:!~rt~•t;1•

,¥,..,,;,. ,;;;,tc,;.,.

Showing Tuesday, April 12
7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
Granite State Room, .MUB
Tickets: $1 in advance, $2 at the door

- Cost $30
(includes half semester

. MUSIC BY THE BEATLES, JOHN DENVER, RITA COOLIDGE, KANSAS, STYX AND OTHERS
BLENDED WITH 2,000 VISUALS OF BREATH-TAKING PHOTOGRAPHY.
SHOWN ON 3 LARGE SCREENS FROM 1 ◄ COMPUTERIZED PROJECTORS.
A UNIQUE 75-MINUTE ENTERTAINMENT EXPERIENCE YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS.
A PARAGON PRODUCTION PRESENTED THROUGH CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST

darkroom use) .
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......___-=:-~-------Cat Nips/ Todd BaH

Time to make
•
comnnttment
to
men's basketball

,,0Y:""•'

UNH's Sara Kitteridge (foreground) catches pass in action earlier this week against BU.
Yesterday Kitterrdge scored four goals. (Carolyn Blackmar photo)

Trackmen open season with win
By T.J. Reever
The UN H track men opened
their outdoor season with an
impressive victory over MIT at
Cowell Stadium last Saturday.
The Wildcats finished first in
eleven events on route to a 8767 win.
'"Going into the meet it
looked to be a close one," said
head coach Jim Boulanger. ••1
had given everybody a couple
of weeks off after the indoor
season. So I was a bit skeptical
about our conditioning. We
went into the meet with a sort
of free hand attitude. I told the
guys to just be competitive. As
a team we performed very
well."
The weather on Saturday
was exceptionally good for an
early season track meet. Many
times the weather conditions
are cold, rainy and sometimes it
even snows. But, with the sun
shining and temperatures in the
sixties, it was an ideal day for
track and field.
Nineteen team members got
involved in the scoring to
contribute · to a solid team
-performance. The leading

point getter for the Wildcats
was Jamie Walters. Walters
gathered 12 points in four
different events. He won the
long jump with a leap of 20'1 I".
He placed second in the triple
jump, as well as placing second
in the 220 yard dash. Walters
rounded out his day by
competing in 4 x l lO yard relay.
Arnold Garron earned 11
points and contributed to the
teams cause with a pair of wins
in the sprints. Garron took top
honors in both the IOO yard
dash and 120 yard high hurdles.
In the I 00 his winning time was
9.9 and in the hurdles it was
14.9.
Joel Dennis had a good day
in the field events taking two
first places also. Dennis won
the shot put with a toss of
50'10". He won the discus with
a throw of 149'3 ".
Aaron Lessings ran a strong
second half to capture first
place in the mile run. Lessing·s
winning time was 4.22.
Dennis Dobe continued his
indoor success wiht a victory m
the 880 yard run. Dobe ran 1.56
for the distance which is an

exceptional time considering
the poor condition of the UNH
track.
Freshman Dave Schwendeman won the javelin with a
throw of 192'3" and teammate
Pat Galvin took honors in the
high jump with a 6'4" leap.
The Wildcats continued to
show their strength in the pole
vault in spite of an injury to
their top vaulter. Steve
Campbell is out with an injury
and was unable to compete.
Dean Starret and teammate
Mike Garzillo came through .
and took first and second place
in the vault.
The.'\Vilcic.ats did have a bit
of bad new during the meet.
They suffered two hamstring .
injuries in the sprints. Captain
Rob O'Reagan pulled his in the
relay and teammate Bo
Nicholas pulled his in the 220
yard dash.
"The loss hurt," said
Boulanger. "Especially when
it's a team leader like O'Regan.
Hopefully we 11 get him healed
so he doesn't miss the entire ·
season."

-----LACROSSE----<continued from page 32)
bringing his season total to 14
goals, and his career mark to
136. The scrappy attackman
also leads the team with eight
assists.
Junior Brian Byrnes netted
four goals and two assists, tying
him with senior Chad Doe for
second place on the scoring
ladder. UN H also got two goals
apiece from Doe, McDowell,
and sophomore Steve Giatrelis.
Tom Nickerson continues to
man the Wildcat net. the 6-4
sophomore had a credible 7.59
goals agj\inst average, and has
logged 70 saves in the four
games.
Although the wildcats would
love to bask in the.glory of their
record, they are looking up the
road.
..The real key,"' said Garber,
.. will be what we do in the first
q u_a rter . agt1inst Browp.
Harvard. and UMass. In every

•

game so far, we've missed just have to connect."
opportunities in the first
The P.layers are optimistic.
quarter, hitting the post or
••we're gonna win these
missing the net. It almost cost games," said Glover. "We're
us the . game against Rutgers. confident. I just know it."
We'll get the opportunities, we ·

Redinond honored
UN H forward Theresa Redmond was named Kodak All
District Women's Basketball Team for District I of the
University divisions, which includes Connecticut,
Massachusetts. New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island and
Maine.
Redmond was -the UNH all time leading scorer and
rebounder with 1252 points and 725 career rebounds. She
averaged 18.1 points this year.
Cecelia DeMarco, head coach of UNH's women's
basketball team, was recently named the District I Converse
Coach of the Year by the Women's Basketball Coaches
Associatio~n.
_ . ._ , . - _

A few reasons why UNH should finally
make a serious committment to the men's
basketball program.
Money. The truth is that UNH basketball
has the potential to make more money than ·
any other athl~tic program at UNH.
For example, if the Wildcats had won the
ECAC tournament this year - which was easily
within reach - they would have received an
NCAA bid while collecting in the
neighborhood of $100,000. Playoff money in
hockey and football isn't even comparable.
Administrators may argue that football at
UNH is a tradition which the whole state takes
part in. But evidently that tradition does very
little to sway state legislators when budget time
comes for UNH. So the argument that
football is a public relations necessity is
flawed even if alumni do contribute substantial
a~ounts of money.
You may ask what a serious committment to
basketball means. Well, for starters it's fairly
ludicrous that while UNH basketball coach
Gerry Friel has to hustle halftime sponsors by
himself, the football team swells with
assistants. Six to be specific.
Another problem with the UNH basketball
program is their schedule. Bacause they have
to offset deficits, the Wildcats are forced to
play a,j number of practically throw away
games.
Prime examples, are the tournaments UNH
had annually played in during Christmas
vacation. The teams UNH plays - the Dukes,
the Tulanes and the Louisvilles - pay handily
for their wins. The system is simple, UN H
needs the money and Duke needs an easy win.
Depending on their counterparts, the Wildcats
can make around $10,000 for a tournament
loss.
As long as the basketball program is saddled
with these kind of problems it will be
impossible· to maintain a winning program.
And to top things off, next year UNH will play
a killer schedule with only a handful of horrie
games.
You're prob?bly wondering what spurred on
all this pro-college basketball sentiment. Not
to mention the plea to the sensibilities of
UNH's athletic department. As usual it's the
NCAA tournament.
If one considers how little support the hoop
program gets and how far they got this year the
inevitable question is how far could they go
with the same type of support the football or
hockey teams get?
Of course, and annual NCAA berth would
not ·be assured but then again they might be a
little more frequent tha_n once every millenium.
The expos~re of an NCAA berth and the
following which would emerge could put a
substantial dent in the athletic department's ·
annual deficit. .More than any a good year in
football or hockey could ever accomplish.
Money aside, the experience of the entire
school participating in the NCAA basketball
. tourney would be worth it even if the money to
be made weren't so enticing.
Be the tournament in Syracuse, N.Y.,
Ogden, Utah or Albuquerque, New Mexico,
there is absolutely nothing in college or pro
sports that compares.
And although the Final ·Four may not be
around the corner, a quality men's basketball
proiram is .• !(
~w~r!s }t.__ :,,
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Sports
Laxwomen floa~ like butterflies sting like bees
By Booker C. Bense
The UNH Women's lacrosse
team extended their unbeaten
record to 3-0 this week with
wins over Vermont and Boston
University.
Yesterday at the Wildcat's
Memorial Field , the powerful
UNH offense overran UVM
14-7. The precision passing of
Sarah Kitteridge, Linda
Neil,;;on ,

UNH's Julie Consoles digs for a groundball in yesterday's 14-7 win over Vermont. (Henri Barber
photo)

co-c::ipt::iin
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Leary and Susy Haines were
the key to UNH's victory.
Bobbing and weaving like a
young Muhammed Ali they
danced around UVM's goal,
scoring almost at will.
Supported by the strong
mid-field play of Ellen Foster
and Amy Walsh they kept the
ball almost constantly on the
UVM side of the field. High
scorers for the game were Leary
and Kitteridge with four goals a
piece.
Towards the end of the
game, UN H's passing became a
bit sloppier in response to

UVM's added defensive
pressure. This gave the UNH
defense a chance to use their
sticks as UV M mounted a short
rally, but time ran out before
UVM could mount a serious
threat to UNH's lead.

Laxwomen
still unbeaten
luesday, UNH trounced BU
at Memorial Field, 17-9. It was
the same story, as BU could not
cope with UNH's superior
offense. UNH's passing
approached an art form as they
whipped the ball around like a
guided missile.
· However they seemed to 10se
some concentration near the
end of the game and coasted on
their lead to the finish.
UNH's next game is away at
Harvard on April 12. Their
next home game is April 16th
against Boston College.

LaXIDen undefeated,
ready for Big Three
By Kent Cherrington
"Obviously, we'd love to pla}
Quick, lacrosse fans ... name at home," said Garber, "but
the only undefeated Division I you've gotta win on the road. I
lacrosse team in New England. really don't think it bothers the
If you said Massachusetts, it guys." He was right.
was a good guess, but a wrong
"I think you get more
one. Those Wildcat fans who psyched when you play away,"
said UNH are right. Coach Ted said midfielder Don McDowGarber's squad is now 4-0, ell. "The bus trip isn't too fun,
joining Johns Hopkins, but once you get started in the
Syracuse and Cornell as the game, it doesn't matter."
only unbeaten teams anywhere.
Senior Steve Glover said the
The 'Cats latest victim is long road trips bring the team
Middlebury College, whom together. "Everyone gets along
they disposed of on Wednes- really well. This is the closest
team we've had since I've been
day, 15-8.
This IT\arks the fastest start in here."
recent history. UNH is rated
UNH had done well thus far
11th nationally, and second in · on the strength of teamwork,
New England behind U Mass, fundamentals, and a penalty
but things could change soon.
killing defense which Garber
The next three games will be calls "awesome." Yes, it's an
pivotal for UN H, as it goes for overused word, but when you
its first NCAA bid. After four consider the Wildcats have
straight road games to open the allowed just two goals in 27
season, the next three Wildcat man-down situations, he's got a
contests will also be on the point. On the other hand, UNH
road. To make things tougher , had scored IO times in 29 manthe games are against their up attempts.
three biggest rivals - Brown,
Glover scored four more
Harvard, and UMass. If they goals against Middl~bury,
survive all of that, their home
opener will be Monday; April
LACROSSE, page 31
25 against Vermont.

Batsmen split )lair
The UNH baseball team split
a double header at Northeastern yesterday. The Wildcats
won the opener 4-3 but
dropped the second 4-2.
UNH jumped out to a 4-0
lead in the first game on the
strength of outstanding
pitching by Dave Scharf (3-0)
and the clutch hitting of Steve
Rewicki, Danny Muse and Bob
Conner.
The Wildcats scored all their
runs in the fourth inning.
Catcher B_o b _Conner hit the

eventual game winner with his
RBI single.
Scharf went six and two
thirds innings for the 'Cats,
giving up just two hits.
However, when he left in the
seventh for -Jay Wickham the
bases were loaded.
An infield single and w~lk
tightened that score to 4-3
before Wickham got the final
out.
Norteastern's Ron Valerio
knocked in three RBIs with a
triple and a single on the way to

~
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The Wildcat's Steve Glover leads the team in scoring with 14 goals. UNH plays Brown, Harvard
and UMass next. (Tim Skeer photo)
·
The
Wildcats
record is now
staking the Huskies a 4-0 lead
Salsman.
2-2 after also splitting a
in the second game.
UNH's overall record,
doubleheader
against
ProvidThe Wildcats' comeback bid
counting their trip to florida, is
in the seventh , two runs on a ence on Tuesday.
UNH lost the opener 10-6 now 7-4. The Widcats will open
homerun by Walt Pohle, fell
short when the rest of the UNH but came back in the second to up at home tomorrow at I p.m .
hitters dropped in order after post a 4-2 victory behind the against Massachusetts.
pitching of UN H's Steve
Pohle.

